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Introduction
In general, there are many different complex manifolds having the
same underlying topological or differentiable structure. However there
are a few exceptional cases where we can expect that homeomorphy to a
given compact complex manifold implies analytic isomorphism to it, for
instance, an irreducible compact Hermitian symmetric space. Among
irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces, the complex projective space P£
and a smooth hyperquadric Qn
c
 in P£+ * seem to be nice exceptions which
we can handle with algebraic methods. In [15] we studied the complex
projective space P£, while in the present article we study a smooth
hyperquadric Qn
c
 in P£ + 1 in the same way as in [15]. A goal we have
in mind is the following
Conjecture MQ
n
. Any Moishezon complex manifold homeomorphic
to Qc is isomorphic to Qn
c
.
The conjecture has been solved partially by Brieskorn [3] under the
assumption that the manifold in question is Kάhlerian and odd-
dimensional. In the even-dimensional Kάhlerian case, there still remains
a possibility of manifolds of general type. Recently Kollar [7] and the
author [13] solved Conjecture MQ3 in the affirmative, each supplementing
the other. Peternell [16][17] also asserts the same consequence. See
[7,5.3.6].
Theorem 1. Any Moishezon threefold homeomorphic to Qc is
isomorphic to Qc>
The main purpose of the present article is to give a partial solution
to the above conjecture MQ4 in dimension 4. We prove,
Theorem 2. Let X be a Moishezon fourfold homeomorphic to Q£,
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and L a line bundle on X with L 4 = 2. Assume h°(XyOx(L))>5. Then
X is isomorphic to Q£.
Corollary 3. Any global deformation of Q% is isomorphic to Q%.
It is easy to see that any complex analytic (global) deformation of
Qc is Moishezon. However it is possible that there appears a non-projective
or a non-Kάhlerian Moishezon manifold of dimension « > 3 as a global
deformation of a projective or a Kάhlerian manifold (Hironaka [6]). This
is one of the reasons why we consider a possibly non-projective or a
possibly non-Kάhlerian Moishezon manifold as in Theorem 1 and Theorem
2. We easily derive Corollary 3 from Theorem 2. In fact, any global
deformation of Q% not only in any complex analytic family but also in
any differentiable family is isomorphic to Q%.
Now we give an outline of our proof of Theorem 2. Let X be a
Moishezon fourfold homeomorphic to Q%. Then we have a unique line
bundle L on X such that P i c X ~ Z L , c1(X) = 4ci(L)y and L4==2. Let
m:=h°{X9Ox(L)) — \>4. We consider the rational map h: X-+P™
associated to the linear system \L\. Let W be the closure of the image
h(X\Bs\L\). Let d=degW. Then d>m + ί-dimW. Since Pic\Γ~
ZLy we have ά\vcvW>2. Let τ be a complete intersection Dr\D' for
general D and D'e\L\. Then τ is connected, pure two-dimensional and
Gorenstein.
Assume first ά\vcιW=2. Then we have reduced irreducible compo-
nents Zt (\<i<d) of τ outside B: = Bs|L|. We note that d>m-\>3.
Each Z f is nonsingular outside B by Bertini's theorem. Let vf: Yt -» Z{
be the normalization of Ziy ft\ St -+ Y( the minimal resolution of Y{ and
gi:=vi-fi. We see that KSi— — 2g\{L) — A{ for some effective divisor A{
with supp(Ai) czgΓ^B). Since g*(L) is effective by ra>2, St~ Pi or St
is ruled.
If S^Pl, then S^ Y^Zh g*i(L) = Aie\Op2(l)\. If moreover ZinZj
Φ§ for iφj, then d = 2 , which contradicts d>3. If Z^Z — ^  for iφj,
then W turns out to be a cone over a smooth variety of minimal degree
by the Del Pezzo-Bertini classification [5]. Any such W has a reducible
or noreduced hyperplane section for d>3, which contradicts P i c X ~ Z L .
If Si is ruled, then we can derive a contradiction similarly.
Similarly we can disprove dimPF=3. Consequently dimPF=4.
Bertini's theorem shows that a scheme-theoretic complete (not necessarily
proper) intersection / of general 3 members of \L\ is pure one-dimensional
and irreducible nonsingular outside B. We infer from c1(X) = 4ci(L)
that / has a rational curve C with LC = 2 as an irreducible component
outside B. Then applying (in sections 3 an 4) the same argument as,
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c
in fact simpler than, in [15], we can study the morphism h in
detail. Subsequently we see that h°(XyL) = 6 and that h is an isomorphism
of X onto a smooth hyperquadric Q% in />£.
The article is organized as follows. In sections one and two, we
study a scheme-theoretic complete intersection l
v
 of general (n— 1)-
members in \L\ along reduced curve-components.
In sections 3 and 4, we study Moishezon manifolds of dimension n
with the second Betti number b2(X) equal to one, and with ci(X) = nc1(L)
for some line bundle L on X. In section 5, we prove Theorem 2 by
applying the results in the previous sections.
NOTATION. The notation is indexed at the end of the article.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author would like to express his hearty
gratitude to A. Fujiki, F. Hidaka and I. Shimada for their advices during
the preparation of the article. Fujiki kindly showed simpler proofs for
some of our proofs in the first version of the article.
1. A complete intersection l
v
 (1) —local structure—
(1.1) BASIC ASSUMPTIONS. Let X be a complete nonsingular
algebraic variety of dimension ny L a line bundle on X. We assume
(1.1.1) ci(X) = dc1(L) for some integer d,
(1.1.2) h°(XyL)>n.
Let V be an (n— l)-dimensional subspace of H°(X>L)y l\—lv a
scheme-theoretic complete intersection associated with V. This means
that the ideal It of Ox defining I is defined by I^Σ^ysOx.
We say that C is a reduced curve-component of I if C is an irreducible
one-dimensional component of / along which / is reduced generically. We
assume that
(1.1.3) / has a reduced curve-component outside B (: = Bs|L|).
(1.2) TORSION SHEAVES Q C , Q'C AND Q"C. Let C a reduced
curve-component of l
v
, and I
c
 the ideal sheaf of O
x
 defining C with
^/Tr = Ir. Let v: C-> C be the normalization of C. Then we have a
natural exact sequence
(1.2.1) 0 ^  (V/^ΘOcC^Ocί-v'L)®*"-1') ^  l(I
c
/fy®Oc] -+ Qc - 0
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where Q
c
: = Coker φ
c
 and [J]: =J/Oζ-torsions for an O^-module J. We
also have a natural exact sequence
(1.2.2) O ^ 0 " c A
where Q'
c
 = Cokerfj, £>"
c
We define /(F): = d i m
c
F for a torsion Oc-module F and l(Fyp): = l(Fp)
for a stalk F p of F at p. See (1.10) and Theorem 1.11. Then by [15,
§1 and 2], we have,
L e m m a 1.3. Under the notation and assumptions in (1.1), let C be
a reduced curve-component of l
v
. Let Q^: = QCy Q£]: = Qfc and Qφ: = Q"c.
Then,
(1.3.1) (d
(1.3.2) l(Q(^) = ΣpeCl(Q^\p) (v = 0,l,2).
(1.3.3) l(Q£\p)>0, KQ"cΦ)>l{Qf
c
Φ) for any peC.
(1.3.4) l(Qc,P) = 0 if and only if (Cyp)~(lyp).
(1.3.5) KQ"c,P)>l{Qfc>P) for any PeC, where equality holds if and
only if (Cyp) is irreducible nonsingular. If (Cyp) is nonsingular, then
(1.3.6) // (C,p) is irreducible and singular, then KQ"
c
,p)>l{Q'c>P) + Ί
(1.3.7) Assume that (C,p) is reducible. Let (C
λyρ) (λeA) be all the
irreducible components of (C,p)y and Λns (resp. Λs) the subset of Λ consisting
of all λ with (C
λyp) nonsingular (resp. singular). Then 1{Q"c>P)^l(Q'c>P) +
The proof of (1.3.5)—(1.3.7) is partially based on the following Lemma
1.4. See [15, §2] for the details.
L e m m a 1.4. Assume that (Cyp) is irreducible and singular. Let
xiy"'yxn be a local coordinate system of (Xyp). We (may) assume that the
normalization v: C -• C (c: X) is locally given by
x
x
=tm
*j =//W = *"**/'), */0) Φ0 (2 <j < s)
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for some fjygj e Oζy where 2 < m < m < m2 < m3 < < msy none of ntj and none
of nij — mk is an integral multiple of m, while s is the embedding dimension
°f(C,p). Let q be the unique positive integer such that m<qm<m2<(q+l)m.
Then
(1.4.1)
(1.4.2) l(Q"
c
,p)>min(2qmym3) + m-
Proof. See [15, (2.3)] for the details. We recall the proof only for
the later use. By the prrof of [15, (2.3)], l(Q'
c
,P) = l(Ωh,i/Ωc,p®Octp) =
m — 1. Let
Then the element σj = (Jίj(t)/mtm~1)e1—ej is contained in Q"c.
Since Q"
c
 is a torsion sheaf, we (can) choose the minimal integer
Λ/>0 such that tNσ2 = 0. By definition l(Q"c,p)>N. The condition
tNσ2 = Q means that there exist some F|6C[[ί]] and <P/G/C ( l < / < / ) such
that
(1.4.3)
The coefficient of e
x
 in the right hand side of (1.4.3) is equal to
Σ\
 = 1Fi(t)v*(dφi/dx1). Take any element φeIcnC[[xiy'"yxs]] (<= mp1) with
its expansion given by
ψ= Σ <v.ί.*ϊ *5r
Then φelCp implies that ajO...o = 0(\<j<2q)y ajiO...o = 0(1 <j<q). Hence
dφ/dx1 = (2<? + l )ax\q + (q + \)bx\x2 + cxl + dx3 + •••.
deg v*(dφ/dx
x
) > mm(2qmyqm + m2,2m2,m3) = min(2gm,m3)
for some constants α, by c and d. Hence deg t
N
~
m +
 V^W > min(2^m, m3) >
m2 + l, which completes the proof of (1.4.2). q.e.d.
(1.5) THREE CASES. Let C be a reduced curve-component of lyp a
point of C. Assume d=ny L C > 0 and that (Cyp) is singular. Then by
(1.3.1) we have,
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l{Qc) + KQ"c)-l{Q'c)< -
If (C,p) is irreducible, then /(Q
c
) = 0, and l{Q"
c
)-l(Q
c
) = 2. If (C,p) is
reducible, (Cyp) has by (1.3.7) exactly two irreducble components, and
any irreducible component of it is nonsingular. Thus we have only to
consider the following three cases:
CASE A.
CASE B. / ( Q C J > ) = <
CASE C. l(QCyp) = 2, l(Q"c,p) = 1{Q'C>P) = 0.
Lemma 1.6 (CASE A). Assume that /(QC>£) = 1> KQ"cΦ) = ί
= 0. Then (lyp) has two irreducible components (Cyp) and (C',p)y and there
exists a local parameter system xi-"yxn such that
/ •••• i /yt \* \* Ύ* I
xl,p V M J >ιλ/n — 2>'Λ'n—lιλ'nJ>
Proof. By (1.3.5), the germ (Cyp) is nonsingular, so that we can
choose local parameters xly "yxn^1 such that Ic,p
 =
 (xi>'">χ
n
-i)- The
condition /(Qc>/)) = 1 implies that we may assume Xιellp (\<i<n — 2).
Moreover we can choose an (n— l)-th generator /
π
_
x
 of Ilp such that
/ π ^ m o d / c has a single zero at p as a local section of I
c
/Ic- Therefore
by choosing an n-th local coordinate x
n
 at /> suitably, we may assume
l
χ p = (xly'-yxn-2>xn-ixn)- I* follows that / has another irreducible
component (C'yp) as above. q.e.d.
L e m m a 1.7 (CASE B). Assume that l(Q
c
,P) = 0, KQ"c>P) =
+ 2. Then there exists a local parameter system xly- yxn such that one of
the following is true.
(1.7.1) Iι,p = Ic,P = (xi> ->xn-2>xl-i-χϊ)>
(1-7.2) Il,p = Ic,p = (xU~'>xn-2>Xn-lxn)
Proof. By l(Q
c
,P) = 0> we have IXv + I2Cv = ICr By Nakayama's
lemma we see Ilp = ICpy whence (l,p) — (Cyp). There are two subcases
CASE B-l and CASE B-2 according as (Cyp) is irreducible or not.
CASE B-l. Assume that (Cyp) is irreducible. We use the same
notation as in Lemma 1.4. Then by the proof of Lemma 1.4
,P) = m-ί, l(Q"
c
,p)>N>m+ί.
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Consequently we have
(1.7.3) N
Moreover by the proof of Lemma 1.4, we see that there exists φel
c p
such that
(1.7.4) N— m + m2 = deg v*(dφ/dxi) = mm(2qm, ra3).
CASE B-l-1. First we consider the case where 2qm<m3. Then
N—m + m2 = 2qrn. Since N — rn+1 and qm<m2<(q + l)m, we have q=\,
m2 = 2m — 1, and m3>2ra + l. In view of the proof of Lemma 1.4 the
expansions of φ and dφ/dx± are given by
φ = tftfi + focf x2 4- CΛ^ tff + i/^1^3 + ex\ Λ ,
dφ/dx1 = 3axl + 26^1JC2 + cx\ + ^ Λ;3 H .
Since m3 > 2m + 1 , v*x\ is the unique monomial term of degree 2m in the
right hand side of dφ/dx1. Since degv*dφ/dx1 =2qm — 2m by (1.7.4), we
have aφO. On the other hand since v*φ = 0, there is another nontrivial
term of degree 3m besides x\ in the right hand side of φ, which is just
ex\ by the choice of m^ in Lemma 1.4. Therefore eΦQ. Hence we have
φ = x\— x\-\ by modifying x2 and x3 by constant multiples. Therefore
3ra = 2ra2 = 4ra — 2, m — 2 and m2 = 3. It follows that the normalization v:
C —• C is given by
for some holomorphic g2(t) with g2(0) = l. Then there exist ^21(^1
S22(χί)Emp such that
v^2 = *
3
 +^ 2 1 (^ 2 ) + ^ 2 2 ( ^ 2 ) = ^ 3 ( ! + v*^22(x1)) + v*g21(Xl).
By taking ^ / 2 = (^2-~^2i('x;i))(l +^22(^1)) ~X instead of x2y the normalization
v: C —• C is given by
Λίi —• ί , Λ^2 —— t .
Since any monomial f (n>4) is a product of t2 and ί3, we may assume
Xj = 0 0>3), so that the embedding dimension of (C,p) is equal to
2. Thus we see that
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l(Q"c,P) = 3, l(Q'c>P) = l-
CASE B-l-2. Next we consider the case where 2qm>m3. By (1.7.3)
and (1.7.4), we see J V = m + l , ra3 = ra2 + l. Moreover there exists
φel
c pnmp such that degv*(dφ/dxi) = m3. Since φθICp has at least two
monomial terms of minimum degree in t by the condition v*φ = 0, we see
φ — ax1x3-\-bx\-\ ,
where a^0y bφO, and m + m3 = 2ra2 by the choice of rrij in Lemma 1.4. It
follows that ra2 = m4-l, m3 = ra + 2. Hence φ has exactly two monomial
terms x
x
x3 and x2 °f minimum degree. We may assume (p = jc1jc3 —λ:2
4-(higher terms) by choosing x2, x3 suitably. Since φ^ICp (l<j<l) in
the right hand side of (1.4.3), by the above argument we can write
(Pj = Cj<p-\-<p*j where Cj is a constant and φ* has no monomial terms x
x
x3
and x\. Let c = Y}i=1ciFi(Qi). Then we have
deg v^dφydxj > m3 +1 > m + 3, deg v\dψ)/dx3) > min(2m, m2) > m 4-1.
It follows from (1.7.3) that the coefficient of e1 (resp. e3) in the right
hand side of (1.4.3) starts with ctm + 2 (resp. — ctm), where iV = ra4-l
implies that cφO. However the coefficient of e3 in the left hand side of
(1.4.3) is equal to 0, which implies c = 0, a contradiction.
CASE B-2. Assume that (C,ρ) is reducible. Let (C
λyp) (λeA) be all
the irreducible components of (C,p). In view of (1.3.7), Λ = Λ
ns
,
#(Λ) = 2. Let Λ = {0,l}. Then for λ = 0yί, we have
(1.7.5) /(Ker(Ω£® O C λ -^ Ω^)) = 1
by the proof of (1.3.7) [15, §2]. We choose a local coordinate system
xly'"yxn2Xp such that Ico,p
 =
 (xi>'">xn-i) The normalization v: C
o
 -• C
o
is clearly given by
Let S: = O
c
Adφ;φeI
c
, v*-^ = 0}. Then we have
dx
n
(1.7.6) Ker(Ω^® 0Co -> Q*o) - O ^ ! + + O^dx^/S.
By (1.7.5) we may assume that XιeICp {\<i<n — 2) and that the
right hand side of (1.7.6) is generated by dx
n
_γ. Moreover there exists
φeICp such that
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) = O (l<i<n-2 or i=n).
It follows that </> = *„-!*„ mod (*i, ,*
n
-i) 2 . Therefore by choosing
c,P
 m
°d(x1,-',xn-2) a n d χn m°d(xi>mm'>xn-i) suitably we may assume
x
n
-
γ
x
n
el
cp. Then we have
In fact, let J = (x1,-'>xn-2>xn-ίxn) and Oσ: = OXp/J. Then (C',ρ)
is a reduced subvariety of (X,p) with two irreducible components C
o
and C
x
 at p, so that supp(C) = supp{C). Hence l(I
c
,p/J) is finite.
Therefore JCfP 2 J = Λ/j = Λ / 7 ^ 2 / C p , whence J = /CfP and (C,/))-(C,i)).
Thus (C,p) has two irreducible components C
o
 and CJL defined by
*Co,p = \xl> '">xn-2>xn-l)> -*Ci,p== (^1> "">#n-2>Λ 'ιι)
q.e.d.
(1.8) EXAMPLE. Let s be an integer>l. Consider a germ (C,/>)
defined by
Γ _ /
v v V 2 v s + 2 s v2s + 3 2s+l\
The normalization v: (C,/>) -> (C,^ >) is given by
Let e\\=dxi®\eQ"Cp. The torsion sheaf Q"c,P 1S generated by two
elements
σ i : = ίVχ - 2ίβ*2 + β*3, σ2: = (2ί + 2)ί^ - (25 + X)e\
where ί 2 s
σ i = 0 , *
2s2 + 3 V 2 = 0. Thus we have l(Q"C9p) = 2s2 + 5s and
,/>) = 2s. Compare the proof of Lemma 1.7 CASE B-l-2.
Lemma 1.9 (GENERIC CASE IN CASE C). Assume that (lyp) is
sufficiently general and that {lyp) is reduced, nonsingular and pure
one-dimensional outside £ : = Bs|L|. Let C be a movable reduced curve-
component of I If /(Qc>/)) = 2> l(Q"ciP) = l(Qfc>P)=zQ> then tfιere exists a
local coordinate system Xι>- ,x
n
 at p such that
^C,p : =(Λ ; l> "*>Λ lιι-l)>
and that one of the following is true.
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(I.V.I) *l,p = \xl> '">xn-3>Xn-2>xn-lXtι)> *B,p~\xl> " '>Xn- 3>Xn- 2>Xn)'
(1.9.2) Il,p = (xir-,xn-3>Xn-2Λxϊ-χSn-l)Xn-l)>
(1.9.3) U,p — (xl> '" >xn-3>Xn-2XmXn- lXn)> ^B,p = (xly '">Xn-3>Xn)'
(1.9.4) Il,p = (xl,' ',Xn-3>Xn-2XnΛ
for some a(x) ( ^ 0 ) e C [ [ x f l _ 2 , ^ _ 1 ] ] n ^ . The germ (lyp) has at least 3
irreducible components. Among them, there are at most 4 movable components
of (/,/>).
(1.9.4.1) If (lyp) has exactly 3 irreducible components, then a(χn-2>xn-i) =
x
e
n
n
-2xnn-Ί for some e
n
_2>0, en_x>0 with en_2 + en_1>\.
(1.9.4.2) If (/,/>) has exactly 4 movable components (Cjyp) (0</<3) with
C0 = Cy then a(xn_2,xn_1) = xn_2 + xn__1 so that {Up) has no fixed components,
and lB,p==(xl>'">Xn-3>Xn-2>xn-l>xn)-
Proof. Since (C9p) is nonsingular by (1.3.5), we can choose a local
coordinate system #i,••*,#„ at p such that
for some (pjGllp. Since l(QcΦ) = ^> w e m&Y assume by choosing φn-2
and φ
n
-ι suitably that one of the following is true;
CASE C-l. φM-2 = ^ -2> Ψn-i=
x
n
x
n-i
CASE C-2. ^ - 2 = ^ -2 . < ?
n
- i = ( ^ 2 - ^ - i K - i (^^2)
CASE C-3. (p
n
-2=XnXn-2> <Pn-l=XnXn-l
Case C-4. (pn-2=XnXn-2> Ψn- 1 = (Xn + Φ(Xn - 2>Xn- 1 >Xn))Xn- 1
where ψ (^0)eC[[x
n
_2yxn.lyxn]]nmp.
CASE C-l. Since any nonreduced component of (lyp) is contained
in B
reάy Bτed passes through p and (1.9.1) follows.
CASE C-2. If s (>3) is odd, then x\— xs
n
-i is irreducible. Hence
(lyp) has an irreducible component (C'yp) besides (Cyp) defined by
Since (C'yp) is singular, (C'yp) does not belong to the same algebraic
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family as a movable (C,/>), whence (C\p) is contained in J3
red. Thus
(1.9.2) for s odd follows.
If s = 2q (>4) is even, then we have, in addition to (C,/>), two
irreducible components (C\p) and (C"\p) of (l,p). Although (Cyp) and
(C',p) (or (C\p)) intersect transversally, (C\p) and (C\p) have a contact.
That is, Icp + Ic^p^Wpy where mp is the maximal ideal of Oxp. Hence
none of (C\p) and (C",p) belongs to the same algebraic family as (C,/>),
whence both (C\p) and (C",p) are contained in B
rcά
. Therefore (1.9.2)
follows.
CASE C-3. In this case, B
red passes through p and (B,p) is a surface
defined by lB,P
 =
 (xi>'">xn-3>xn)- Therefore (1.9.3) follows.
CASE C-4. By modifying x
n
 by a suitable unit, and by deleting some
multiples of xiy--,xn-3 from φp we may assume
Ψn-2 = xnxn-2i <Pn- 1 = (xn + Φn- 2>Xn- l ) K - 1
for some a(x
n
-2>
x
n-i)eC[[χn-2>xn-iϊ\nmp' We have 3 components Cj
(0</<2), C0 = C and the rest C defined by
Ic
o
,p = (Xly'">Xn-3>Xn-2>xn-ί)
^C2,p
=(Λ;l> m">xn-3>xn9Xn-l)
*C',p ==\xl>'">xn-3yχn> a \ x
n
 -2yχn-l))
where C can be reducible or nonreduced, and it may contain C1 and C2.
Let C'
red = C3 + + Cm and let C" = C3 + + Cd (d< m) be the union
of movable components of C. Any movable component of (/,/>) is
algebraically equivalent to (Cyp)> any (Chp) (3<i<d) is nonsingular, so
that there exists (ahbι)eC2\(090) such that
Ici,p = (xly'''yχn-3yχny<*ixn-2 + bixn-l+(hiφer terms)).
We see C}φCuC2 for 3<j<d and that emb.dim(C2 + C j + Ck) = 2
for 3<j<k<m.
Claim 1.9.5. Let Cj be an irreducible component of C". Then
(1.9.5.1) emb.dim(C0 + C1 + Cj) = 2 if and only if C~CV
(1.9.5.2) emb.dim(C0 + C2 + C;) = 2 if and only if Cj = C2.
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Proof. We may assume n = 3 without loss of generality. We let
Ij.=ICj and x:=xly y = x2, z = x3. We let
Io = (x>y)> I1 = (xyz + a(x,y))f I2 = (yyZ)y I~{zyh{xyy))
where a(x,y) is divisible by h(x,y) in O
x p.
First we prove (1.9.5.1). let u: = z + a(xyy). Then we have 7X =(x,u),
Ij = (uyh) and Ionlί=(xiyu). Therefore emb.dim(C0 + C 1 +C^) = 2 im-
plies the existence of an element beOXp such that x + byuelj. Hence
x is divisible by h in O
x py so that A = JC up to a unit multiple.Therefore
1^=1]. The converse is obviously true.
(1.9.5.2) is proved similarly. In fact, I
o
nl2 = (y,xz). Hence
emb.dim(C0 + C 2 + Cy) = 2 implies that y is divisible by h in Ox py so that
I2 = Iy q.e.d.
Now we go back to the proof of Lemma 1.9 CASE C-4.
CASE C-4-1. We consider the case where C 2 is a movable component
of /. Assume d>3 and ra>4. Any movable component of / belongs to
one and the same algebraic family, whence emb.dim(C 2+ C 3 + C4) =
emb.dim(C0 + C 2 + C4) = 3 by (1.9.5.2), a contradiction. Hence d<3.
Moreover if rf=3, then ra = 3 and C = C" = C3.
Assume d = 3. We let a(x
n
_2,xH-1)= a3xn-2 +^3*w-1 + (higher terms).
If tf3 = 0, then C 2 and C 3 have a contact, while if 63 = 0, then Ci and
C 3 have a contact, which contradicts transversal intersection of C o ,
Cι and C 2 in either case. Hence a3φ0,b3φ0. We may choose a3 = b3 = 1
and a(x) = x
n
-2 +
 x
n-i by multiplying x
n
-2 and xn-ι by some units. This
proves (1.9.4.2) in this case.
CASE C-4-2. We consider the case where C2 is fixed. If d > 4 , then
emb.dim(C2 + C 3 + C4) = emb.dim(C0 + C 2 + C3) = 3 by Claim 1.9.5, a
contradiction. Hence we have d<3. Therefore / has at most 3 movable
irreducible components.
The remaining assertions of (1.9.4) are easy to prove. q.e.d.
Appendix. Local invariants e{Q{y\B
υ
)
(1.10) NOTATION. Let C be an irreducible curve, v: C -* C the
normalization, F a torsion O^-module, p (resp. q) a point of C (resp.
C). Then we define e(Fyq), l(Fyp) and l(F) as follows,
l(F,p)= £
qabovep
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Then we recall
Theorem 1.11 [15, (2.6)].
(1.11.1) /(0c,/>) = Σ * a b o v e p K 0 U ) > ^ ^
(1.11.2) // (C,p) is irreducible, then e{Qf^q)>e{Q'
c
,q) for a unique point
q above p. Equality holds if and only if (C,p) is nonsingular. If (C,/>) is
singular, then e{Q'^q)>e(Q'
c
,q)Λ-2.
(1.11.3) Under the same notation and assumptions in (1.3.7), let q be a
unique point of the normalization C
λ
 of C
λ
 above p. Then
(1.11.3.1) e{Qlq)>\, e(Q'
c
,q) = 0 for λeA
nsi
(1.11.3.2) e{Q^q)>e{Qlq)>e{Q'Ciq) + 2 for
(1.12) TORSION SHEAVES Q'V AND Qy. Let Z be an irreducible
reduced algebraic variety, v: Y-* Z the normalization. Let U= Y\Sing
F, F=v(£7). Then we have an exact sequence
(1.12.1) 0 -• Q"
v
-+ v Ώ ^ O t ; -t Ωj, -• Q'
v
 -> 0
where Q^: = Ker φ and Q'
v
\ = Coker φ. Now take an arbitrary prime
Weil divisor B of Y (resp. B of Z) with v(B) = B. We define e(FyB)
(resp. e(F,B)) to be the length of a torsion sheaf F a t a generic point of
B (resp. B) as a &(i?)-module (resp. as a &(ί?)-module).
Let B
v
:=BnU and B
v
:=BnV. Then we have
(1.12.2) e(Q'VyBu) = inf e(Q'Cyq)y e(Q^Bu) = inf e(Q'^q)
C,q C,q
where p ranges over BVy C is a local curve of V intersecting Bv transversally
at p, and q is a point of B
v
 above p.
By Theorem 1.11 we have
(1.12.3) eiQ'^B^eiQ^Bv).
(1.13) A TORSION SHEAF QV. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety
of dimension n, Dt a reduced irreducible divisor of X (1 <i<m). Assume
that the scheme-theoretic complete intersection τ = D
ί
n nD
m
 has an
irreducible component Z = Z
red of dimension n — m along which τ is
reduced generically. Let v : Y -> Z be the normalization of Z, C7= Y\Sing
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y, and V: = v(U). Let ID. (resp. /) be the ideal sheaf of Ox defining Dt
(resp. Z) and let I
τ
 = IDγ-\ l"^Dm So we note >//£>, = /χ
Then we have an exact sequence
(1.13.1)
where [F®OV]: =F/O^-torsions in F. If Z intersects one of the
irreducible components of τ other than Z along a prime Weil divisor B
of Vy then
(1.13.2) e{QVyBv)>\
for any prime Weil divisor B above B.
Moreover by (1.12.1) and (1.13.1), we have
Theorem 1.14 [15, (2.A)]. Under the notation in (1.12) and (1.13),/eί
i: U-• Y be the inclusion mapy and let A:=Yj(e(QVyBu)-{-e(QVyBu) —
B
e{Q'yyBυ))B. Then Δ is an effective divisor of Y and we have
m
jζ
 :
 — i(]ζ )~v*K + V v*C — Δ.
(1.15) REMARK. If Z is singular along a prime Weil divisor By
then by Theorem 1.11 e(QVyBu)>e(QfVyBu) + 1 for any prime Weil divisor
B of Y lying over B. If Z intersects one of the irreducible components
of τ other than Z along a prome Weil divisor By then by the definition
e{QyyBυ)> 1 for any prime Weil divisor B lying over B. Thus we see
that supp (v#Δ) is the union of all the Weil divisors of Z whose supports
are contained in either Sing Z or one of the irreducible components of
τ other than Z. See [15, (2.A)] for the detail.
2. A complete intersection l
v
 (2) —global structure—
Lemma 2.1. Assume d = ny and h°(XyL)>n. Let I be a scheme-
theoretic complete intersection of (n-l)-members of \L\ and i?: = Bs
\L\. Assume that I has a reduced curve-component C outside B with
LC>\. Then one of the following cases occurs.
(2.1.1) LC = 2, C - P 1 , N
c/x~Oc(2)®(n~Λ\ C is a connected component of ly
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(2.1.2) LC=1, C~P\ ΛΓ
c / x -O c ΘO c (l) Θ ( "- 2 \ and C intersects B at a
point p transversally
 y where
*l,p = \xi i * * * > xn - 2 y xn - 1 Xn) >
*C,p = \Xl>'">Xn-2>Xn- l)>
by choosing a suitable local coordinate xiy' 'yxn at p.
(2.1.3) There is another component C
x
 of such that C^P1, C = C0, ,
NCi/x^OCi®OCi(\)θin-2) (i = 0,l). The components Co and Cx intersect
transversally at a point p where
Λ,p = ( * 1 ) * " > xn - 2> xn - lxn)>
I,p = = (xl y" ' 9 xn - 2> xn - l)>
^B,p~(xly'"yχn-2yχn~lyχn)
in terms of suitable coordinates at p.
(2.1.4) There is a chain of m+\ (>2) smooth rational curves Ct (0<i<m)
such that
O = L C m = l ,
J O C i ΘO C i ( l ) Θ ( M - 2 ) (ί = 0,m)
C i / X
^ l O ( 2 ) O
c
θ / « - 2 ) or O C i ( - l ) θ 2 Θ O c θ / » ~ 3 )
curves Cj and Ct (j<i) intersect nowhere unless j — i—\y while
and Ct intersect transversally at a point pt where
Il,pi
=z\xly'"yχn-2yχn-lxn)y
in terms of suitable local coordinates at pt. Moreover Co-] \-Cm is a
connected component of I with CinBXQά = φ (l<i<m — \).
NOTE. (2.1.1)—(2.1.3) are known to exist for (not necessarily
complete) general linear systems. However there are no examples of
(2.1.4) except for m = l or 2, n>3. We also note that (2.1.3) and (2.1.4)
with m = \ are distinguished by the condition that C
o
nC1 is a base point
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or not.
Proof. By (1.3.6), we have l(Qc) = l(Qc) or /(ζ?c)>/(£?c) + 2. H e n c e
there are two cases by (1.3.1).
CASE 1. LC = 2, C^P\ l{Q
c
) = l{Q^) = l{Qf
c
) = 0.
CASE 2. LC = 1 , C ^ P 1 , /(Q
c
) = l,
CASE 1. In this case C is nonsingular by (1.3.5). φ
c
 in (1.2.1) is
an isomorphism by Q
c
 = 0, so that I
c
 = Iι along C by Nakayama's
lemma. This implies that C is a connected component of /. It is clear
that N
cιx
 = {I
c
/Il)v ~O
c
(2) φ <"- " .
CASE 2. In this case C is nonsingular by (1.3.5). Consider the
homomorphism φ
c
In view of /(Qc) = l> there is a unique point p of C such that /(Coker
φ C p ) = l . By Lemma 1.6, we can choose a local coordinate system xly ' ,xn
of X at p such that
Λ,p==(Λ:l>'">;X;n-2>Λ;M-lΛ:w)> ^C,p==(Λ'l>'">Λ'w-li-
lt is easy to see N
c/x~Oc®Oc(l)®(n~2). Therefore we have another
irreducible component C\ of / whose defining ideal ICι p is given by
*Cι,p = \xί >''' y xn- 2> xn)'
In particular, / is generically reduced along C
x
. Then there are two
subcases C1czBred or C1<£Bred.
CASE 2-1. If C
x
 c: J5
red, then (2.1.2) is true.
CASE 2-2. If Ct £ £ r e d , then LCi > 0 . If LC1 > 2 , then by CASE 1
above, we see that LC1 = 2 and C x is a connected component of /, which
is absurd. If L C 1 = 1, then C1~P
1
 and by the same argument as above,
p is a unique point of Cj such that Coker 0 C I P T ^ O . The union of C and
C
x
 is a connected component of /.
If LC^O, then C,~P\ 0 ^ 5 ^ = 0 and l(QCι) = 2, l{Q"c) = l{Qfc) = 0
by (1.3.6). Hence there is another point p2 of Ci (piΦp) such that
Coker φCί,P2*0. In fact, by (1.3.1) we have l(QCιp) = l(QCiP2) = l.
Therefore by Lemma 1.6, we can choose a local coordinate system y1,"-,yn
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at p2 such that
Hence we have the third reduced curve-component C2 of / with
I
c2,P2
 =
 (yi>'">yn-2>y
n
)' Since C1<£Breά, we see C 2 £ B r e d . As before
C2~P
ί
 and LC2 = 0 or 1. If LC2 = 1, then Co {: = C) + C1 + C2 is a
connected component of /.
If LC2 = 0, then by repeating the same argument, we eventually
obtain a chain of rational curves C
θ9C1, - ,Cm with LC0 = LCm = l, LQ = 0
(l</<m— 1) such that Ci^1 and Cf intersect transversally at a point />f
(l<*<m), pi'.=p and Co + C^ H hC
m
 is a connected component of /
with CiΠβ
r e d = 0 ( l < * < r a - l ) . We also see that
2)
 or O C j (-l) φ 2 ΘO c θ /"- 3 )
q.e.d.
Proposition 2.2. Assume h°(XyL)>n and let I be a scheme-theoretic
complete intersection of general (n-ί)-members of \L\. Assume moreover
that I has a reduced curve-component C not contained in B
r e d with
LC = 0. Then C is a nonsingular elliptic curve with CnB
τed = ty.
Proof. If Cni?
red7*0, then C is contained in Bred by LC = 0, which
is absurd. If / is general enough, then by Bertini's theorem, Sing / is
contained in B
τeά
. Hence / is nonsingular along C, whence C is
nonsingular and it is a connected component of /. q.e.d.
3. Moishezon manifolds with c1(X) — nci(L) and 62 = 1 (1)
The purpose of this and the next sections is to prove:
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Moishezon manifold of dimension n
(>3) with &2 = 1, and L a line bundle on X. Assume that c1(X) = nci(L)
and h°(X,L)>n + \. If a scheme-theoretic complete intersection I of general
(n-l)-members of \L\ has an irreducible curve-component C with LC>2
outside Bs|L|, then X^Qn.
In this section we prove Proposition 3.1 assuming h°(X,L)>n + 2.
Our proof of Proposition 3.1 in this section is completed in (3.8). In
the next section we disprove h°(XyL) =
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Lemma 3.2. Let m = h°(XyL)-\ (>n + \), and let B\ = Bs\L\ be the
scheme-theoretic base locus of \L\, and h: X ^ Pm the rational map associated
with \L\. Then m = n+\ and h is a bίrational map of X onto a hyperquadric
W in Pn + X.
Proof. STEP 1. Let W be the closure of h(X\B), and d=degW.
Then d>m + \ — dim W. By the assumption dimW>n — 1. Hence by
choosing general (n — 2)-members Dt€\L\ (l<i<n — 2), we have reduced
irreducible components Zt (l<i<e) of τ : = ΰ 1 n n ΰ n _ 2 outside
B. Each Z{ is nonsingular outside B by Bertini's theorem. Let V{.
Yι -• Z{ be the normalization of Zh f{\ S( -+ Yt the minimal resolution of
Yugi = Vi-U Let Z = Z A , Y=Y 1, S = Suf=fu v = v1,*ndg=g1. Then
there exist by Theorem 1.14 an effective Weil divisor Δ on Y, effective
Cartier divisors E and G on S with no components in common such
that the canonical sheaves K
γ
 and K
s
 are given by
K
γ
 = Oy(v*(K
x
 + (n-2)L)- Δ), X 5 = O s ^ ( K x + (n
where /,(£)= Δ, Λ(G) = 0 and £ is finite over Δ. Let
(SingZ). Then Σ contains supp(E-\-G) and g\S\Σ is an isomorphism. We
also note that the base locus Bsg*|L| contains supp(E+G) if D/s are
sufficiently general. Since h°(X,L)>n and Z<£B, g*L is effective. Since
ci(S) = 2c1(g*L) + c1(E + G) and S is projective, we have Pm(S) = 0.
Therefore S~P2 or >S is ruled, that is, AS has a morphism onto an
algebraic curve with general fiber c^P1. Since any Zt is algebraically
equivalent to each other, St~P
2
 for any i or S't is reled for any i.
STEP 2. Assume S~P2. Then we have G = 0 and S~Y. Let
i/Eg*|L|. Then K
s
= —2H—E. Since Kp2 is indivisible by 2, we have
£V0 and i/=£ le|OP2(l)| in view of Eτeά^Hτeά. This shows that
(D1n '•' (^Dn_1)reά c= B for any Dn_ly which contradicts the assumption
that general / contains a curve-component outside B.
STEP 3. By STEP 2, S has a morphism π: *S —• T onto an algebraic
curve T with F (^P 1 ) a general fiber of π. Let Heg*\L\y and let M
(resp. N) be the movable part (resp. the fixed part) of H in g*\L\. Since
F~Pxy we have
Since ^ed + G ^ c ^
r e d , we have HF=1, EF=GF=0. Therefore there
exists a unique irreducible component Γ of H with YF=\ and
If Γ c JV, then M.F=0, whence M is a sum of general
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fibers. Choose D
n
^ie\L\ such that H=g*Dn_i. Then g(F) is a general
movable component of l:=Din-"nDn_1 with (LgXF))χ = (g*LF)s = ί.
This contradicts the assumption that there exists a component C of /
with LC>2. Hence Γ c M . Consequently Γ 2 >0, and M = Γ , JVF=
HF-MF=0.
STEP 4. Assume dimW=w — 1. Then τ is smooth and irreducible
outside B for general Dt by Bertini's theorem. Since M is irreducible,
we have degW=d=l>m — n + 2>3> a contradiction. Hence dim W=n.
Moreover Γ 2 >0. In fact, if Γ2 = 0, then we have Γ n Γ ' = 0 for any
general Γ'e|Γ|, whence Z\B is mapped onto a curve by h. Hence
dimW=n — 1, a contradiction.
We also have,
Therefore the inclusion E
reά
 -h G
r e d c: JVred shows that Γ~P*, Γ
2
 = 2,
K
s
Γ = - 4 , NΓ = ET = GΓ = 0 and g*(L)Γ = HΓ = (Γ + N)Γ = 2.
Since dim W=ny C:=g(Γ) is an irreducible component of a general
complete intersection /:=Z) 1n nZ)n_ 1 outside B. Clearly (LC)X =
(g*(L)Γ)
s
 = 2, while we have an obvious relation
(g'(L)Γ)
s
 = deg(Λ g)|Γdeg W+deg Bsg*\L\Γ.
Since g*{L)T>d>m — n+1 >2 by the assumption m>w+l, we have
and
STEP 5. STEP 4 shows that C (=g(T)) is the unique irreducible
component of / outside B. h(C) is an irreducible plane conic. Therefore
h(C)~P\ C~P\ degh(C) = 2 and \L\C = \LC\. Moreover deg(Λ|c) = l and
Bs|L|
c
 = 0 are clear from STEP 4. For Di general, we have deg h = deg(Λ|C) =
1. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.3. Pic X~ZL.
Proof. First we prove H1(XiOx) = 0. Assume the contrary. Then
since X is Moishezon, we have a nontrivial Albanese map αlb: X -> Alb(X)
where Alb(X) is projective. Since b2 = l, some multiple of L is a multiple
of the pull back of an ample line bundle on Alb(X). Therefore the
morphism αlb is generically finite, whence we have a nontrivial holomorphic
two form on X. This contradicts b2 = l.
Now we consider an exact sequence
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0 -> H\Xy Ox){ = 0) -> Ή 1 ^ , Oy ^ # 2(X,Z) -> # 2 (X, O*).
Since &2
 =
 1> Cokercj is finite. As H2(XyOx) is a C-vector space, it
has no torsions. Hence Coker^1=0. Therefore PicX: = H
1(XyOx)~
H2(XyZ).
Next we prove ΎorH2(XyZ) = 0. Assume the contrary. Then we
have an unramified covering p: X -• X such that deg p = if Tor H2(Xy Z)>2
and p*ΎorH2(X,Z) = 0. Letting L\=p*Ly we have c1(Jt) = nc1(£), and
h°(XyL)>n + 2. By Lemma 3.2, we have dim W=ny degPF=2, deg/* = l
and h°(XyL) = n + 2. Its proof makes no use of b2 = \, whence we have
the same conclusion for X. Let h be the rational map associated with
|L|, B: =p-1(B)J and W the closure of h(X\B). Then we have dim W=n,
deg W=2y deg/Γ=l, and h°(XyL) = n + 2. It follows that h°(XyL) =
h°(XyL)y h = hpy W~W and degp = l, This is a contradiction. Hence
ΎorH2(XyZ) = 0y and PicX~H2(XyZ)~Z.
Finally we prove Pic X~ZL. Choose a generator L
o
 of Pic^ί so
that L = aL0 for some integer a>\. Now we recall the proof of Lemma
3.2. Under the same notation as in Lemma 3.2, the surface S is ruled
with F a fiber. Then (g*LF)
s
 = (HF)S = 1. We have (g*LF)s = a(g*L0F)Sy
whence a = \ and Pic X~ZL. q.e.d.
Corollary 3.4. Let W be the closure of h(X\B). Then W is a normal
hyperquadric with Hessian-rank>5.
Proof. If Hessian-rank W<Ay then W has a reducible or nonreduced
hyperplane section, which contradicts Lemma 3.3. q.e.d.
(3.5) NOTATION. Let X be the normalization of the closure in Xx W
of the graph of h, h: X^W and φ:X —• X the natural morphisms. Let
B = φ~1(B) and B* be the minimal sub variety of X containing B such
that h is unramified on X\B*. Let B* = φ(B*) and R* = ίi(B*). We note
that X\B~X\By X\B*~X\B*~W\R* and therefore Jβ* = φ-
1(β*) =
Lemma 3.6. B* = A"1(Sing W)uB.
Proof. Let Jf = H°(XyL). It is clear from X\B*~W\R* that
S'mgW a R* and h~x(Sing W) a B*. Assume that there exists a point
pe&Xih'1 (Sing W)vB). Then q:=h(fi) is a smooth point of W and
Λ~
 x(g) is a connected subset of X with dim Λ" *(#) > 0. Let p: = φ{p) e B*\5.
Then it follows that q = h(β) = h(p). We infer from ^ J B - ^ B that
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dimΛ~1(^)>0 and that there exists a subset B' of B such that
<P(h~1(q)) = h~i(q)vB''. Since h~1(q) is connected, so is φ(h~1(q)).
Since q is a smooth point of Wy we can choose a smooth conic Γ
on W which is not contained in R* and passes through q. Let
V— V(Γ)EGrass(n — \,Jtf) be a linear subspace of Jf corresponding to Γ
with dimF=w — 1. Let l
v
 be the subvariety of X defined by
Ilv = ΣseVsOx. Then lv passes through py and it is one-dimensional and
nonsingular outside B*. Let C be the unique irreducible component of
l
v
 outside B such that h(C\B) = Γ. Since LC = deg(Λ|c)deg W+ deg Bs |L|C,
we have LC>2, whence by Lemma 2.1 C^P1, LC = 2 and that C is a
connected component of l
v
. Let C be the proper transform of C by
φ~
x
. Then since Γ passes through q and since h~i(q) is connected, the
union Cuh~1(q) is a connected subset of X, whence the union
φ(C)vφ(h~1(q)) = C}uh~i(q)vB' is a connected subset of l
v
. This
contradicts that C is a connected component of l
v
. q.e.d.
L e m m a 3.7. B* = h~ί(S'mg W),R* = Sing Wy B = QyB = Φ and X~X.
Proof. Assume J S V ί ' ^ S i n g W). Then jRVSingW7. Then we
can choose a smooth conic Γ on W which is not contained in R* and
meets i?*\Sing W. Hence we can choose V e Grass(« — 1, Jf7) such that
l
v
> is pure one dimensional and irreducible nonsingular outside B* and
h(l
v
\B*) = Γ. Let q be a point of (Γ n i?*)\Sing Wy C the unique irreducible
component of l
v
, with h(C\B*) = Γ. Note that h~1(q)<^B by Lemma
3.6, whence φ(h~i(q)) cz B. Let C be the proper transform of C by
φ "
1
. Then Cuh~1(q) is a connected subset of Xy whence Cuφ(h~1(q))
is a connected subset of l
v
>. Since φ{h~x(q)) <^ By this shows that
Since h(C\B*) = Γy we have LC>2. By Lemma 2.1, we have
LC = 2, and l?nC = Bs|L|
c
 = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence 1?* =
ί'HSingϊF) z> B and i?* = SingίΓ.
Next we prove B = 0. Let βeBy and q = h(fi). Since B e
Λ~
1(SingϊF), q is a singular point of W. A general (singular) conic Γ on
PF passing through q is a union of two lines. As before we choose
VβGrass(n-lyJ^) with h(lv\B*) = Γ. Let σ\ = C0 + Cm be a minimal
subcurve of l
v
 with h(σ\B*) = Γ. We notice that Lemma 2.1 is true if
we only assume that C is a reduced curve-component of / with LC> 1. We
h a v e L C f = l and CinB = 0 for / = 0,m. Hence only (2.1.4) is possible. By
(2.1.4), the connected component of /F containing C o is a reducible curve
C0H \-Cm disjoint from B with LCt = 0 (\<i<m— 1). In the same
manner as above we see that σuφ(h~1(q)) is a connected subset of l
v
intersecting B, which contradicts that C
o
-\ \-C
m
 is a connected
component of l
v
 disjoint from B. Hence J§ = 0, B = 0 and X~X. q.e.d.
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(3.8) PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1 UNDER THE ASSUMPTION h°(XyL)>
n + 2. The birational map h is defined everywhere by Lemma 3.7. It
is easy to see by using ci(X) = nc1(L) that X~W if W is smooth. So
we consider the case where W is singular. We prove that this case is
impossible. We recall Hessian-rank W>5. We note that a complete
intersection of general (n — 2) hyperplane sections of W passing through
a singular point of IF is a singular quadric surface Q (~F2: =
P(OPi0Opi(2)) with (-2)-curve contracted).
Let qeW be a singular point of W. Let mq be the maximal ideal
of O
w
 defining q, Λ: =h*\mqθw(\)\y and let DteA (ί<i<n—ί) be general
members. Let τ = D 1 n π ΰ Λ _ 2 be a scheme-theoretic intersection of
Dh Z the unique irreducible component of τ mapped onto a singular
quadric surface Q passing through qy where q is the unique singular point
of Q. Keeping the same notation Sy Yyg,E and G as in Lemma 3.2, we
let H=g*(D
n
_1)y and M (resp. N) the movable part (resp. the fixed part)
of H for D
n
^1eA. We see *SφP
2
 as in Lemma 3.2 CASE 1. We note
that d i m A " 1 ^ ) ^ ! .
Hence S is a ruled surface with F a general fiber of the ruling π. It
follows that
2=-K
s
F=(2H+E + G)F.
Since £
r e d + G r e d <= i ί r e d , we see that HF=\y EF=GF=0 and that there is
a unique irreducible component Γ of H with Γ F = 1 . Assume that
Γ c M. Then M=Y for general D
n
_1 because MF=ΓF=1. However
g{M) is by Lemma 3.7 a complete intersection of (n — l)-hyperplane
sections of W passing through the point q. Hence it is a singular conic,
that is, a union of two lines, which contradicts the irreducibility of
M. Hence Γ c N. Since ^ = 0,/:=/?! n •• nZ>
Π
_i has by Lemma 2.1
a connected component C0H hC m of type (2.1.4) for general Diy where
g(Cι) (i = 0ym) is a line passing through q. Note that Lemma 2.1 is true
only if C (C
o
 or C
m
 in this case) is a reduced curve component of / but
even if Dt is not general. Since g(C0) andg(Cm) are algebraically equivalent
as lines on W passing through qy Co and Cm intersect the same irreducible
component, say Cly of / for general Dn_1. Hence ra = 2. Since B = 0 and
h is birational, / is connected so that /
red = C o + C2 + h ~ *(#) r e d. As A(CX) = q
and h~1{q) is a connected subset of /, we have
In particular, A- 1(g) c: Z. Since τ = A~ 1(g)uZ by the choice of Qy this
shows that τ is irreducible and pure two-dimensional, hence Gorenstein.
Since it is generically reduced, it is reduced everywhere, whence Z ^ τ .
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Moreover by (2.1.4) we have Iι,p = {x1,- ,xn-2>Xn-iXn) a t ar*y point
p of Cj, whence we may assume /tfP = (^1,---,jcn_2)- Hence τ is smooth
everywhere along h~1(q). Since τ\A"H?) —Q\{#}> we have Singτ c:
h~x{q). Thus τ is smooth everywhere, so that S~Y~Z~τ and
E=G = 0. Hence we have HΓ=g\L)Γ = 0, K
s
Γ = 0 and Γ 2 = - 2 . We
also have HF=l, (H2)
s
 = (L2)z = ((h*Ow(\))n)x = 2. Since Ks= -2H and
H2 — 2yS is relatively minimal. Hence Γ
2
 = — 2 implies that S^Piπ+H) ~
F 2 . We also see that /Γ^SingίF) i s a p^bundle over Sing W. We
note that dim Sing W=n + 1 —Hessian-rank W<n — 4.
Let C = h~1(q) for some #ESingle. Then by (2.1.4) we have
Z(C,ΛΓ
c/x) = ιz-l+degΛΓc / x = n-3>dimSingίF.
This shows that there exists an (at least) (n — 3)-dimensional family of
displacements C(t) of C in X [9, Proposition 3]. Since LC(t) = LC = 0y
h(C(t)) is a point, so that any general C(t) is not contained in
A~1(SingWΛ). However by Lemma 3.7 h is an isomorphism outside
A~1(Sing W)> a contradiction. Thus it is impossible that W is
singular. q.e.d.
4. Moishezon manifolds with ci(X) = nci(L) and bτ — \ (2)
The purpose of this section is to complete our proof of Proposition
3.1. In this section, we disprove the possibility of h°(X,L) = i
(4.1) NOTATION. In this section we always assume h°{X,L) =
We let i?: = Bs|L| (resp. Bs|L|
c
) be the scheme-theoretic base locus of \L\
(resp. that of the restriction \L\C of \L\ to C), and h: X -• Pn the rational
map associated with |L|, W the closure of h(X\B). We notice that the
same argument as in Lemma 3.2 shows dimW=ny that is, W~P
n
. We
define X, h: Jt^ W, φ: X^X, β = φ" 1 (^) , B* cz Xy B* = φ(B*) and
R* = h(B*) in the same manner as in Lemma 3.6. Then we have
B* = φ-1(B*) = h-i(R*), X\B~X\B and X\B*~X\B*~W\R*.
Let Γ be a line on W not contained in R\ ΐ{Γ)\=fi~\Γ), C{Γ) an
irreducible component of Λ-1(Γ) mapped onto /*, C(Γ):=φ(C(Γ)),
σ(Γ): = φ(h~1(Γ)). Let /(/*) be a complete intersection of (n— l)-members
of \L\ corresponding to Γ. We keep the same notation in Lemmas 4.2-4.3.
Lemma 4.2. Under the notation in (4.1), we have W~Pn and
(4.2.1) /(/*) zs irreducible outside B for general Γ.
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(4.2.2) C: = C(Γ) is the unique irreducible component of l(Γ) outside B for
general Γ. Then one of the following is true.
(4.2.2.1) deg(A|c) = l, LC = 2, degBs|L|c = l.
(4.2.2.2) deg(Λ|c) = 2, LC = 2, degBs|L|c = 0.
(4.2.3) Let C be an irreducible component of /(/*) outside B. If LC= 1,
then Bs|L|
c
, = 0 (and Γ is not general).
Proof. We note that C{F)~Pι by Lemma 2.1. (4.2.1) is clear from
Bertini's theorem. Next we prove (4.2.2). Let C: = C(Γ). The first
assertion is clear. We prove LC=2. If L C = 1 , then by the equality
LC = deg(Λ|c)deg W+ deg Bs |L|C,
we have deg(fy
c
) = l and Bs|L|
c
 = 0. The complete intersection /(f) is
therefore smooth along C, so that l(F)~C along C, which contradicts
Lemma 2.1. Hence LC = 2. It follows that 2 = deg(λ(c) + deg Bs \L\C.
The rest is clear. q.e.d.
In view of (4.2.2), we have deg h = deg(AιC(ί*)) for general Γ. We
disprove both the possibilities degh=ί and 2 respectively in Lemma 4.3
and Lemma 4.4.
L e m m a 4.3. degΛ = l is impossible.
We prove Lemma 4.3 in Claims 4.3.1-4.3.7 and (4.3.8).
Assume degh = l. Keeping the notation in (4.1), we first prove
Claim 4.3.1. R* is a hyper plane of W (~Pn).
Proof. We keep the notation in (4.1) and Lemma 4.2. Assume
first dimi?*<w —2. Then there is a general line Γ on W such that
ΓnR* = Q by Lemma 4.2. Let C = C{Γ). Hence Λ"1(Γ)nB* = 0, whence
BnC = 0. However we have deg Bs \L\C = LC — deg h = 1, a contradiction.
Hence there is an irreducible component of R* of dimension n — 1. Assume
that R* is not a hyperplane. Then R* has another irreducible component
or R* is a hypersurface of degree greater than one. Therefore there is
a line Γ of W such that Γc\R* contains two points q{ (/= 1,2). Then
since h~ι(Γ) is a connected set containing C(F)> (p(A~1(Γ)) is a connected
subset of l(Γ) containing C. Since C is a connected component of l(Γ)
by Lemma 2.1, we have C = φ(h~i(Γ)). Hence pi: = φ(h~i(qi)) is a point
of C. If piφB, then h~i(qi)nB = 0 so that h~1(qi) is a point p{ of X by
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the isomorphism X\B~X\B. Since h is birational, h is unramified at
ph whence fiiφB* and qiφR\ a contradiction. Hence pteB (i=l,2).
However since deg(h^) = deg(ft|C) = 1, we have pγφp2, which contradicts
degBs|L|
c
 = l. Consequently R* is a hyperplane. q.e.d.
Claim 4.3.2. There exists a point p
o
eX such that B = {ρ
o
}y
X~Qpo{X) and B = φ-i(p0)^R\
Proof. We first take and fix a point q^ of W\R*. Let p
ao
:
:
=h'i(q
ao
)
and j500: = Λ~1(g00). For any point qeR* there exists a unique line Γq of
W connecting
 ί o o
 and q. Let /,:=/(/;), ΐq. = h'\Γq)y Cq: = C(Γq) and
σq: = φ(ΐq). Since σg is a connected subset of /g, we have by Lemma 2.1
σq = Cqc*P
1
 for general qeR*. Take a general point g0 of R*. Then by
(4.2.1) and by the same argument as in Claim 4.3.1 jV = φ(^~1(#o)) *s a
point of Cqo with {p0} = Bs \L\Cqo scheme-theoretically. Since Cqo is a
connected component of lqo by (2.1.1), p0 is an isolated point of B so
that p
o
eσq for any ρ, and {po} = Bs |L | c for general qeR*.
Next we prove that σq is smooth at p0 for any qeR*. In fact, σq
has a reduced curve component Cq. If LCq = 2y then σqc^lqc^Cq along
Cq by Lemma 2.1, whence σq is smooth at/) 0 . If L C q = l , then BnCq = 0
by (4.2.3), whence Zq along Cq is of type (2.1.4). Hence there exists a
unique irreducible component C'q of σq with LCq — 1 containing £ 0 , where
σ9 is smooth. Thus it turns out that σq is of type either (2.1.1) or (2.1.4)
for any qeR*. We also see that σq is a connected component of lq
containing Cq. Moreover σqnB
f
 = 0 for any qeR* where B':=B\{p0}.
Since Bs \L\C = {p0} for general q, there exist (general) ra-members
Dly"yDn of \L\ and a closed subset A of X such that Dλ n ••• nDn=p0 + A
and p
o
φA. Hence n equations defining Dt form a local coordinate at £ 0
so that after blowing up X at p0 we have a rational map of Qp o(X) onto
W induced from h, which is a morphism near the exceptional set
E: = QPo(po)^Pn~1' It follows that X~QPo(X) near E. In what follows
we view E as a divisor of X by the above isomorphism. Then E — φ ~1(/>0)
Next we prove that h\E is an isomorphism of E onto i?*. In fact,
since σq is smooth at pOy ΐq intersects E at a unique point ^(g) with
φ(β(q))—Po- Since i?* is normal, this defines a morphism ^: R* -* E such
that /rj) = id
κ
*. This shows that h\E is an isomorphism.
Finally we prove that B — E. Assume the contrary. We define a
closed subset Bf of X by B': = φ-\B'). As h(B*) = R*y h{Bf) is a subset
of R*y from which we choose a point #. Since h is birational, ίq is a
connected subset of X intersecting B'. Therefore σqr\B'φtyy a contra-
diction. Hence B = Ey whence B = {p0}. Consequently X~Qpo(X).
q.e.d.
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Claim 4.3.3. Let P be a general plane of W passing through the point
q^ in Claim 4.3.2, and Z(P): = φ(h~\P)). Then Z(P)~F0 or F2.
Proof. Let Z=Z(P). First we note that Z\{p0} is smooth by
Bertini's theorem. As was shown in the proof of Claim 4.3.2, there exist
general ra-members Diy-~9Dn of \L\ such that Dx n -'nDn=p0 + A, poφA
so that ΰ 1 n n f l n _ 2 is smooth at p0. This proves that Z is smooth
at p0. Since σ^C^P
1
 is a member of \LZ\ for general q, we have
(<Jq) = (Lσq) = (LCq)x = 2. As we have Kz~ — 2LZ, Z is a smooth relatively
minimal rational ruled surface, isomorphic to either F
o
 or F 2 . q.e.d.
Claim 4.3.4. Under the notation in Claim 4.3.2,
(4.3.4.1) σq is reduced for any qeR*.
(4.3.4.2) Let A: = {qeR*; σq is reducible}. If a general Z~F0 (resp. F 2 ) ,
then A is a hypersurface of R* with deg Δ =2 (resp. 1).
Proof. First we prove (4.3.4.1). By the proof of Claim 4.3.2, σq
is of type (2.1.1) or (2.1.4). In either case σq is reduced.
Next we prove (4.3.4.2). Assume that σq is reducible. Then by
the proof of Claim 4.3.2, σq is of type (2.1.4), that is, σq~Cq + CqΛ +
with LCq = LC q = \ and LCqi = 0> where we may assume that q
HCq\{po}) = {<l} and h(Cq) = ϊq. Since σqe\Lz\y we have
(C2q)z = (C% = (LCq)x - 1 = 0 , (C2qΛ)z = (LCq,)x - 2 = - 2.
First we consider the case where Z^FQCΪP1 xP1. We identify p0
= (0,0) and Lz = π\OP\{\)®π*2OPi{\) via the isomorphism where πi (/= 1,2)
is the z'-th projection. Note that \L\z = \mpoLz\. The linear subsystem
{σq}qePnR* coincides with |mPα>mpoLz |. Since σq is irreducible for q general,
there are no fibers of π, (/ = 1,2) containing both p0 and p^. Then by
a direct computation we see that σq is reducible for exactly two (distinct)
points of PnR*. Thus Δ contains a hypersurface Δ
o
 of degree two in
R*. Similarly if Z~F2) then σq is reducible for a unique point q of the
line PnR*, for which σq has exactly three components Cqy Cqi, and Cq
by the above proofs. Hence Δ contains a hyperplane Δ
o
 of R*.
Finally we prove that Δ = Δ
o
. Assume the contrary. Then choose
a point qeA\A0. Then / g , : = D 1 n nZ> l l_1 is of type (2.1.4) with
σq,^Cq, + Cq'Λ + '~ + C'q'. Let V <= H°(XyL) be an (n- l)-dimensional
subspace defining lq>. Then since σq> has at worst ordinary double
singularities given in (2.1.4), we can choose a general (n — 2)-dimensional
subspace U of V such that the surface ( = : Z) defined as the common
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zeroes of U is smooth. (This is clear from the form of the ideal defining
σq, in (2.1.4)). In other words, there exists a plane P of W such that
Z:=Z(P) is a smooth surface containing σq,. Then by choosing U
sufficiently general, we may assume that the line PnR* intersects Δ
o
transversally. As we have seen above, Z~F0 or F2. If deg Δ o = 2 (resp.
degΔ 0 = l), then σq is reducible for at least three (resp. two) distinvt
points of PnA, a contradiction. Hence Δ = Δ 0 . q.e.d.
Claim 4.3.5. Under the notation in Claim 4.3.4,
(4.3.5.1) if degΔ=2, then σq has two irreducible components for any
qs Δ \Sing Δ, while σq has three irreducible components for any q e Sing Δ.
(4.3.5.2) //deg Δ = 1, then σq has three irreducible components for any qe Δ.
Proof. Let Γ be a line of R\ P:=P(Γ) a plane of W spanned by Γ
and q^y and Z:=Z(P) = h~1(P). As we saw in the proof of Claim 4.3.4,
we can choose, for any geA, a general line l* = Γq passing through q of
R* such that Z=Z{P{Γ)) is a smooth surface.
Assume deg Δ =2. For a smooth point q of Δ, there exists a line
Γ of R* such that ΓnA=q + qf for some point qr (ϊ^q). Obviously
g'^Sing Δ. By the proof of Claim 4.3.4, Z~FOy σq and σq> are the only
reducible curves in \L\Z passing through p^ Hence σq as well as σq> has
exactly two irreducible components. This proves the first part of (4.3.5.1).
If q is a singular point of Δ, then there exists a general plane P
with PnΔ={2g} such that Z = Z(P) is a smooth surface containing
σq. (In fact, this is also clear from the form of the ideal defining σq in
(2.1.4).) In the same way as in the proof of Claim 4.3.4, we see that
KZ^-2LZ, (L2z)z = (Lσq)x = 2 and σq = Cq + CqΛ + - + Cq with (C2q)z =
(Cq)z = 0, (C£f)z = - 2 . We note that σq~Cq + Cq is impossible. In fact,
if so, then since PnΔ={2#}, there are no reducible members
in \L\Z other than σq. However if Z~F0, then there are two reducible
members in |L|Z, while if Z~F2, then there is a unique reducible member
in |L|Z, which however consists of 3 irreducible components. Hence
σq~Cq + Cq is impossible. Therefore σq~Cq + CqΛ-) \-C'v whence
Z~F2, σq~Cq + CqΛ + Cq, which completes the proof of the second part
of (4.3.5.1). (4.3.5.2) is proved similarly. q.e.d.
Lemma 4.3.6. A general Z~FOy and Δ is a smooth quadric
hyper surf ace in R*.
Proof. First we note that KZ~-2LZ for general Z=Z{P). Let F
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be a fiber of the ruling of Z. Then (LF)X = (LZF)Z = -(KzF)z/2 = \.
This shows that PicX/Tor(PicX)~ZL.
Now we prove that Δ is an irreducible hypersurface of degree
two. Assume that Δ contains a hyperplane Δ'. By Claim 4.3.5,
σq — Cq + C'q or σq ~Cqi + C'q for any q e Δ '\Sing Δ, where we may assume
that p
o
eCqy p^eCr ' Note that h(Cq\{p0}) = {q}y h(Cq) = rq. Let
G:= U Cqy G':= [) Cq.
qeΔ'\SingΔ qeΔ'\SingΔ
Then G and G are (mutually distinct) divisors of X. In fact, if
CqCΛCsΦ{p0} for qy sEΔ'\SingΔ, then Cq = Cs by LCq = LCs = \ so that
q = s. Hence dimG = w — 1. Similarly dimG' = w — 1. Meanwhile if for
general geΔ'\SingΔ, there exists $EΔ'\SingΔ such that CqnCs^0y
then Cqr\σs contains at least two points, whence Cq <= σs by LCq — ί.
Hence Cq = Csy whence q = s. Therefore GnG' is at most (n — 2)-
dimensional. Since L generates Pic^Γ/torsions, we have ci(G) = aci(L)
and ci(G') = a'c1(L) for some positive integers a and d. However G + G'
is a subset of D: = ^ jqe^σq, which is a member of \L\. It follows that
a + d < 1, a contradiction. Consequently Δ is an irreducible hypersurface
of degree two. In particular a general Z~F0 by Claim 4.3.4. (There
is another proof of Z~F0 due to Fujiki.)
Next we prove that Δ is smooth. Assume that Δ is singular. By
(4.3.5.1) we have σq~Cq + CqΛ + Cq with LCqΛ=0 for any ςreSingΔ.
Conversely, given a rational curve C with LC = 0, we have a unique point
q of Sing Δ such that C=Cql. In fact, since poφC, it suffices to set
q: = h(C). It follows from Claim 4.3.5 that C c σ q , C = Cql and
geSingΔ. Therefore C moves on X in an at most (n — 4)-dimensional
family. On the other hand %(C,ΛΓC/X) = w —3, whence by [9, Proposition
3], there exists an at least (n — 3)-dimensional family of displacements
C(t) of C in Xy a contradiction. q.e.d.
Claim 4.3.7. X~QA(W)y the monoidal transform of W with smooth
center Δ.
Proof. By Claim 4.3.5, σq ^ Cq + C'q for any q e A, where p0 e Cq and
Let Cq: = φ-\Cq)^ A — h-^A)^ M: = φ*L-E and^
 q φ q ^ ^
χ — h*K
w
. Then Δ =vqeίsCq is a unique Λ-exceptional divisor. Hence
J(h) = rA for a positive integer r.
First we prove that (ΔC^)^=—1. Since a general member of \L\
intersects Cq (qe A) tranversally at p0, we have MCq = 0 and ECq = \y
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whence M=h*O
w
(\). We also have
whence r( A Cq)x = (LCq)x - 2(ECq)x = - 1 . Hence r = 1 and (Δ Cq)x = - 1 .
Next we prove that Δ is smooth. Let qG A. Then we can choose
general (n — 2)-hyρerρlanes Hiy -,Hn__2 of W such that AnH1n'-n
H
n
_2 = q + s for some s {Φq). Let P\=H1n nHn_2. Then Z(P)~F0
and Z(P)nφ(A) = CquCs. Let M£ be the proper transform of Ht. It
follows that Ac\Min-'Γ\Mn_2 = Cq along (?β\E. Since Cq is smooth,
so is Δ along Cq\E for any q. Therefore A\E is smooth. Meanwhile
Δ n £ ' ~ Δ , whence Δ is smooth along AnE. Hence Δ is smooth
everywhere. Note that φ(Δ)e|L|.
Since CqnCs = Φ for qΦs (q,se Δ), this shows that X~QA(W). q.e.d.
(4.3.8) COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3. By Claim 4.3.2
and Claim 4.3.7, X is recovered from W (~Pn)y R* and Δ as follows. By
Claim 4.3.7, X is the monoidal transform of W with Δ center. Then
E (caP"'1) is a proper transform of R* with NE/X~OE( — 1). In fact,
NEJX~EE~(M-J(h))E
Consequently we obtain X from X by blowing down £ to a smooth
point p0 of X. Obviously X thus obtained is unique up to
isomorphism. Hence we have X~Qny whence h°(X,L) = n + 2y a
contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma4.3. q.e.d.
Lemma 4.4. degh = 2 is impossible.
We prove Lemma 4.4 in Claims 4.4.1-4.4.4. We use the same
notation as in (4.1) and Lemmas 4.2-4.3.
We assume degΛ = 2. We first prove
Claim 4.4.1. Let Γ be a line of W(~Pn) not contained in R*. Then
(4.4.1.1) #(ΓniΓ) = l or 2.
(4.4.1.2) ΐ{Γ)\=h~ι{Γ) is a connected subset of X.
(4.4.1.3) σ(Γ): = φ(ί(Γ)) is a connected subset of X disjoint from B.
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Proof. First we prove (4.4.1.2). Let σ0 be a connected component
of σ(Γ) mapped onto f, and σ
o
: = φ~
1(σ
o
). Then σ0 is of type (2.1.1)
or (2.1.4) by Lemma 4.2.
If Γ is general, then σ(Γ) is irreducible outside B by Lemma 4.2,
whence σ0 is of type (2.1.1). That is, σ0 is a rational curve C with
LC = 2. Hence by Lemma 4.2 σ
o
nB = Φ and σ0nB*=p1+ρ2 for some
points pi because deg(A|C) = deg h = 2. Note that σ0 ~ σ0 because σ0 n B = 0.
hetqi:=h(pi). Since degΛ = 2, Λ - 1 (^) is a connected subset of/(/*). Since
ΐ(Γ) = σ
o
u h~ 1(q1)u h~ 1(q2)i /(/*) is connected. Since /(/*) is connected for
general Γ, it is connected for any Γ. This proves (4.4.1.2).
Next we prove (4.4.1.3). By (4.4.1.2) σ(Γ) is connected. Hence
σ(Γ) is of type (2.1.1) or (2.1.4). If σ(Γ) is of type (2.1.1), then it is a
smooth rational curve C with LC — 2. Since degλ.
c
 = 2, we have CnB = 0
by Claim 4.2.2. If σ(Γ) is of type (2.1.4), then σ(l*)~C0 + ••• + Cm with
= L C
m
= l , LC = 0 ( l < / < m - l ) . We prove σ(Γ)nB = 0. If σ(l*)nB
then we may assume C
m
nBφty. Then h(Cj) (l<j<m—\) and
h(C
m
\B) are one and the same point of W, while h\Co is unramified on
C0\Ci by LCO = 1. Since Γ ^/?*, this contradicts deg A = 2. Therefore
σ ( Γ ) n £ = 0. This proves (4.4.1.3).
Finally we prove (4.4.1.1). If σ0 is of type (2.1.1), then ΓnR* is
two points by the above proof. If σ0 is of type (2.1.4), then ΓnR* is
one point. q.e.d.
Claim 4.4.2. B = 0, B = 0 and R* is an irreducible hyperquadric of W.
Proof. First we prove i? = 0. Assume Bφ§y whence Bφφ. Then
there is a line Γ not contained in i?* such that ΐ(Γ)nBφ0. Hence
σ(Γ)nBφQ, which contradicts (4.4.1.3). Hence B = 0. Therefore X~X.
Next we prove that R* is a hypersurface of degree two in W. Choose
a general line Γ of W intersecting R*. Then l(Γ) contains a rational
curve C with LC = 2 by the assumpion. By Lemma 4.2 we have BnC = Φ>
d i m | L |
c
= l . It follows that there exist exactly two points p-^C (ι '=l,2)
such that h,
c
 is unramified on C\{p
u
p2}' Note that piφB. Let
qi:=h(pi). Then CnB*=p1+p2 and FnR* = q1+q2. Hence 7?* contains
a hypersurface i?o of degree two in W. If R*φR*0, then there exists a
line Γ not contained in R* but intersecting i?* at (at least) 3 distinct
points. This contradicts (4.4.1.1).
Finally we prove that R* is irreducible. Assume the contrary. Then
dim Sing i?* = w — 2. We prove that C:=h~i(q) is a rational curve with
LC = 0 for any ^eSingi?*. For this purpose we choose a general point
q^ e W\R* and a line Γ connecting q^ and q with ΓnR* = {2q}. Moreover
we choose a general plane P containing /* so that Z(P) is a smooth
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surface. Choose point p^ with ^00=A(p00). In the same manner as in
the proof of Claim 4.3.5, Z(P)~F2. We have a unique reducible curve
σ in \LZ\ with h(σ) = Γ passing through/)^, whence σ(Γ) = σcaC0 + C1 + C 2
with LC—1 (ί = 0,2), L C 1 = 0 . Therefore C1 = C = Λ~1(^). Let G: =
/Γ^Singi?*). Obviously G is a divisor of X with h*(G) = Oy which
contradicts PicAVtorsions~ZL. This proves the irreducibility of R*.
q.e.d.
Claim 4.4.3. R* is smooth.
Proof. By Claim 4.4.2, we have Hessian-rank R*> 3. Assume
4<Hessian-rankR*<n so that dim SingR*<n — 4. Then by the proof of
Claim 4.4.2, C = h~1(q) (qe Singi?*) is a rational curve with LC = 0, whence
χ(N
c/x) = w — 3 > dim Sing i?* by Lemma 2.1. Then we derive a contradic-
tion as in the proof of Claim 4.3.4. Therefore R* is smooth or
Hessian-rank R* = 3.
Let r(w) = 0 be the equation defining R* in WΛ Λ*R* is a divisor
with multiplicity 2 above a generic point of R*. let Λ*i?* = 2A + A for some
effective divisors A {Φϋ) and ^4' with h£Ar) — 0. Since PicX/torsions~
ZL~ Zh*O
w
(\), and h\R*) e |2L|, we have A e \L\ and ^4' = 0. Hence h*(R*)
is a divisor of X with multiplicity 2, whence we have an element
xl/(x)eH°(XyL) such that (h*r)(x) = \l/(x)2. Let H be the total space of
the hyperplane bundle O
w
{\) on W with fiber coordinate ζ, Y a
hypersurface of if defined by ζ2 = r(w). Then using ιj/(x), we can define
a natural morphism gy compatible with h, of X onto Y by g*ζ=
z
φ(x). If
Hessian-ranki?* = 3, Y is isomorphic to a hyperquadric of Pn + 1 with
Hessian-rank Y=4, whence it has a reducible hyperplane section. This
contradicts PicX/torisons^ZL. Consequently R* is smooth, q.e.d.
(4.4.4) COMPLETION OF THE PROOFS OF LEMMA 4.4 AND PROPOSITION
3.1. By Claim 4.4.3, R* is a smooth hyperquadric. With the notation
in Claim 4.4.3, Y^Qn> whence we have a birational morphism g of X
onto Qn. Since K
x
~ —nL~ —ng*π*O
w
(\)~g*(KQn)y g is an isomorphism.
Therefore h°(X,L) = n + 2y which contradicts our assumption h°(XyL) =
w + 1. Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 4.4, hence of Proposition
3.1. q.e.d.
5. Moishezon fourfolds homeomorphic to Q%
The purpose of this section is to prove:
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a Moishezon 4-fold homeomorphic to Q4,
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and L a line bundle on X with L4 = 2. Assume that h°(X,L)>5. Then
X-Q*-
Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is completed in (5.7).
Lemma 5.2. Under the assumptions in Theorem 5.1, let D and Π
be distinct members of \L\, τ the scheme-theoretic complete intersection
Dr\D'. Then we have
(5.2.1) PicX~ZL, KX~-AL,
(5.2.2) Hp(X,-qL) = 0 (p = 0,q>\, or ί<p<3,0<q<4, or p = 4,q<3)
(5.2.3) Hp(D,-qLD) = 0 (p = 0,q>ί, or p = \,2,O<q<3, or p = 3,q<2)
(5.2.4) Hp(τ,-qL
τ
) = 0 (p = 0,q = ί,2,orp=i,0<q<2,orp = 2,q = 0,l)
(5.2.5) /Λ^o^/ΛAcy^HV.cg^c,
(5.2.6) \L\D = \LD\ and \L\τ = \Lτ\.
Proof. The proof of (5.2.1) is similar to [15]. The vanishing of
Hp(Xy —qL) for pφl is proved in the same way as in [15]. Since X is
homemorphic to Q4, we have
χ(X,-qL) = χ(Q\θQ4(-q)) = (q-\)(q-2)2(q-3)/\2
for any q in view of (5.2.1). This proves the vanishing of H2(Xy—qL)
for 0<q<4. The remaining assertions are easy. q.e.d.
L e m m a 5.3. Under the assumptions in Therem 5.1, let Z?: = Bs|L|
be the scheme-theoretic base locus of |L|, h: X ^ Pm a rational map associated
with |L|, and W the closure of h(X\B)y where m = h°(X,L)-l. Then
Proof. Letd=degW. Then d>m+ 1 -d im W. If dim W= 1, then
d= 1, m = 1 by PicX~ZL y which contradicts m>2. Therefore we assume
dim 1^=2 to derive a contradiction. So d=degW>m—ί>2.
Then by choosing general D and D'e\L\, we have reduced irreducible
components Z, (1 <i<dr) of τ: =DnD' outside B for some positive interger
r, where r is the number of irreducible components of a genaral fiber of
h. Each Z{ is nonsingular outside B by Bertini's theorem. Let Z = Zly
and let v: F - > Z be the normalization of Z, /: *S -• Y the minimal
resolution of Y,g = v-f. Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, there exist
effective Cartier divisors E and G on S with no components in common
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such that the canonical sheaf of S is given by K
s
 = O
s
( — 2g*L — E—G),
where the base locus Bsg*|L| contains supp{E+G) if D and Dr are
sufficiently general. Since h°(X,L)>3 and ZφB, g*L is effective. By
P
m
(S) = Oi S~P2 or S is ruled. The proof of Lemma 5.3 is now divided
into CASES 1-1, 1-2 and CASE 2.
CASE 1. Assume S~P2. Then we have G = 0 and S~Y. Let
Heg*\L\. Then KS=-2H-E. Since Kp2 is indivisible by 2, we have
EΦO and H=Ee\Op2(ί)\ in view of Eτeά c H r e d . Hence £*(£>") ( = £/) is
independent of the choice of D"e\L\. Moreover g\Ei the restriction of g
to E, is generically one to one because (Lg+(E)) = (g*(L)E) = l.
Since the coefficient of E in — K
s
 relevant to Singτ is equal to 1,
there exists by Theorem 1.14 a Zariski open subset V of Z with
Env~\V)φ9 such that
e(Q
v
,E
u
) + e(Q"ViEu)-e(Q'VyEu) = l.
where U:-=v~\V) and E
v
 = En U. By Theorem 1.11, (1.12) and (1.13),
we have e(QV9EO) = l, e(Q"VyEυ) = e(Q'v,Eu) = 0. See Appendix to section
one for the detail. Let p be any point of En U. By Lemma 1.6, there
exists a local parameter system x,y,z and w at p and another irreducible
component Z* of τ at p such that
Hence Z is smooth along Er\U. It follows that Sing Z is finite for
general D and D'.
There are two subcases Z* a B or Z* £ £. Let E:=g(E)
reά
.
CASE 1-1. Assume Z* c £. Let / be a line (ΦE) on 5,
C: =£(0red Hence g,(l) = αC for an integer a > 1. Then tf(LC)
x
 = {g\L)ΐ)
s
= 1, whence tf = l and / is mapped generically isomorphically onto C by
g. Take a general JD"G|L|. For any point qeZnD", there exists a line
I on S such that qeg(l). Therefore any general D"e|L| is smooth along
ZnD" by (D"gJJ))
x
=\. Hence by choosing D sufficiently general, D is
also smooth along Z. Therefore Z is a Cartier divisor of D, so that Z
is Gorenstein everywhere. Since SingZ is finite, this implies that Z is
normal. Hence S~ Y~Z~P\ ZΓΛD"~E~E~PX and OZ(L)~OZ(E).
Since £ c β , we have E~BnZ. Hence B is a smooth Cartier
divisor of D along E. The surfaces B and Z intersect transversally along E.
Claim 5.3.1. IBOτ~Oz(-E) along E.
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Proof. Let I^/z be the ideal of O
z
 defining E. We may assume
O
x
~C{xyyyzyw}y Iτ = (xyyz)y Iz = {xyz)y IB = {yyz). Then IE,Z = IBOZ^
yC{yyw] by E~BnZ. Thus we see
lBθ
τ
^yC{xyyyw}/(xy)~yC{yyw}~IE/z~Oz(-E). q.e.d.
CASE 1-1 (Continued). We also see that
1 = (HE)S = (LZB)Z = (EB)Z = ((Z+B)BZ) X = (E2)B + (E2)z = (E2)B +1,
whence (E2)B = 0. Hence the unique irreducible component Bo of B
intersecting Z is a (possibly singular) ruled surface with E a general
fiber. Moreover Z intersects the irreducible components of τ other than
Z and B
o
 in (at most) finitely many points outside E. This is true for
any Z
v
 Since τ is Gorenstein, this implies that Z meets no irreducible
components of τ other than B
o
. Therefore for general D and D'y we
have Zi~P2y Z{nZ~^ (iφj) and Ei\=Zir\B^.P1i for \<i<dr. Hence
we have,
H°(IBLt) => ®H0(Zi,IEilZiOZi(L))~φH°(Zi,OZi)>
i = l i = l
which shows m-ί=ho(L
τ
) = ho(IBLτ)>dr>(m-l)r. Hence r = l , d =
m— 1 > 3 . Then by [5, Theorem 1], W is a cone over a smooth variety
of minimal degree. In this case, W is either the Veronese surface in P5
with d=4 or the cone over a normal rational curve of degree m—ί in
Pm~1 with d=m— 1. In either case, there is a reducible or a nonreduced
hyperplane section of Wy which contradicts Pic X~ZL. See also [7,
5.3.11].
CASE 1-2. Assume Z* φ B. We may assume that Z*~P2 by choosing
general D and Z)'. By the same argument as in CASE 1-1, Z and Z*
intersect transversally along Ey where ZnZ'czE^P
1
.
Let σ be the sum of all the primary components of τ other than Z
and Z*. Then σ n ( Z u Z * ) is finite. This implies that σ = 0 and τ = Z u Z *
because τ is Gorenstein and connected by (5.2.5). Thus we have an
exact sequence of O
τ
-modules,
0 -> O
τ
 -> O Z ® O Z * -» O^ -> 0.
It follows from the exact sequence that h°(XyL) = h°(τyLτ) + 2 = 6y
B = Bs |L
τ
| = 0. This contradicts E cz B by the general choice of Z) and Z)'.
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CASE 2. Assume that S is a ruled surface. We let π: S -> T be the
ruling, F (^P 1 ) a general fiber of π. Let i/e^*|L|, and let M (resp. ΛΓ)
be the movable part (resp. the fixed part) of H in g*\L\. Since F~Pxy
we have
- 2 = i £
s
F + F 2 = 2 ί
s
F = - 2 # F - ( £ + G ) F .
Since E
r e d + G r e dc:/Ϊ r e d, we have ffF=l, £ F = G F = 0. Therefore
there exists a unique irreducible component Γ of H with ΓF=1 and
Γς£l?+G. Since dim W=2y we have M = 0 and ΓciV. Any general
Z)" G |L| is smooth generically along g(Γ) (or at g(Γ) if g(Γ) is a point) by
(D"gXF))
x
 = (HF)
s
 = ί. Assume that g(Γ) is a curve on X. Then any
irreducible component Zt of τ contains g(Γ) because g(Γ) is a
curve component of B by ΓczN. However since Γ(£Ey τ is smooth at
a generic point of g(T). This shows d=ίy which contradicts d>m — 1 >2.
Therefore g(T) is a point. We note that this can happen if the connected
component of the ^-exceptional set containing Γ corresponds to one of
Du Val singularities.
Let/>: =g(Γ) and q: =/(Γ).
Claim 5.3.2. qφf(E).
Proof. Since g(Γ) is a point, HΓ = (g*L)Γ = 0 and Γ 2 <0. It follows
that A.
s
l +1 =1 — (ii + G)l < — 1, whence K
s
i =Jbι = Gl = u, 1 = — 2,
and Γ ^ P 1 in view of the minimality of the resolution /. Assume
qef(E). Then there is a sequence Nt (1 <i<s) of irreducible components
of N with q=f(Ni) such that ΛΓ1Γ>0, ΛΓ^iV^O and NsE>0. Then
since I?Γ = GΓ = 0, JVX is not contained in E+G. Hence KSN1=HN1 =
EN1 = GNi=Oy N\=—2 in the same manner as for Γ. Therefore s>
2 and N2<fiE+G. Repeating the same arguments as above, we see that
K
s
Nι = HNi = EN i = GNt = 0, Nf = — 2 for any i. This contradicts
N
s
E>0. Therefore qφf(E). q.e.d.
Claim 5.3.3. pφg(E).
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let V be a sufficiently small open
neighborhood of f~\q) in S. Note that Γ c F . Since f(V)\{q} is
disjoint from/(£"), g(V)\{p} is disjoint from g(E). Therefore the germ
(g(V)yp) is a locally irreducible component of (τyp) which intersects the
other locally irreducible components at the point p only. This shows
that τ\{p} has at least two local connected components, which contradicts
that τ is Gorenstein. Hence pφg(E). q.e.d.
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(5.3.4) COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF LEMMA 5.3. Claim 5.3.3
shows that the point/) (eg(N) cz B) is isolated in B, whence any irreducible
component Zt of τ passes through p. Since d>m— 1 > 2 , there is another
component Z2 of τ with peZ2. Since pφg(E), Sing τ r e d( <= B) is isolated
at py whence Z1nZ2 is isolated at p. However since τ is Gorenstein,
Z
ι
Γ\Z2 has a curve component at />, a contradiction. This completes
the proof of Lemma 5.3. q.e.d.
L e m m a 5.4. //dim W= 3, then W~ Q 3 , a smooth hyperquadric in P4.
Proof. Since dim W=3,τ: =DnDf is irreducible nonsingular outside
B for general D, D'e\L\ by Bertini's theorem. Let Z be the unique
irreducible component of τ outside B, g: S —> Z the minimal resolution
of the normalization of Z. We see that SφP2. In fact, if S~P2, then
g*\L\ has no movable components by the same arguments as in the proof
of Lemma 3.2 CASE 1, whence dimW^<2, a contradiction. Hence S is
a ruled surface with F~PX a general fiber. Under the same notation as
before, H: =g*(D") eg*\L\ has an irreducible component Γ with FT = 1. We
see EF=GF = 0 and Γ <fi E+G. If the movable part M of H contains
Γ, then M=Y by HF=ΓF=1, which shows that d=deg W= 1 > m - 2 > 2 ,
a contradiction. Therefore the fixed part N of H contains Γ.
Since HF=NF = ΓF=\, the movable part M satisfies MF=0 so that
M2 = 0 and that M is a union of general fibers Ft of the ruling,
M=F1 + -+Fd. Let Ct =g(Fi)red, and M = C^ + + CdJ Then gm(Ft) =
Cι and (LC£) = 1 for any i by HF~\. We note that M is the movable
part of the intersection l:=DnD'nD". The image 'C~g{F^ is a rational
curve intersecting g(Γ) (passing through g(Γ) if g(Γ) is a point) with
(LCt)x = (HFi)s = 1, whence both C( and D" are smooth at Cf ng(Γ). Since
gjsyjv is an isomorphism, Ci\g(T) is smooth. Hence Cf is a smooth rational
curve.
Assume that g(T) is a point. Then in the same manner as in the
proofs of Claims 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 we see that ( Γ 2 )
s
= — 2 and
p:=g(Γ)φg(E). Hence p is isolated in B. Therefore (2.1.3) is possible
and d=2. Moreover p is the point where C\ and C2 intersect. By a
suitable coordinate system at p> we have
Therefore if we choose general τ:=DnD'', then we may assume
ItίP = (x + oιzw,y + βzw) for some oc,βeOXp, whence by rechoosing xyy
modulo zw9 we may assume Iτ p = (x,y). Therefore τ is smooth at p,
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whence τ ~ Z at p and Z is smooth at p. This contradicts that Γ is
contracted into a singular point of Y by /. Thus g(Γ) is a curve.
Then since (LQ) = 1, a general D'" e \L\ is smooth along a sufficiently
small Zariski open subset F of g(Γ), and Q intersects general D'"e|L|
transversally at a point of F. We also see that Z is smooth
along F because Γ ψ E. Moreover τ ~ Z along F, whence τ ~ Z over a
smooth Zariski open subset U of Z containing both F and M. Then
we have a natural exact sequence
d
 _
 d
0 -> O
τ
 -* O
τ
(M) -> 0 OC|(Λί)( ^ 0 OCi) -> 0.
i = l £ = 1
Since Λ1(τ,O
τ
) = 0 in (5.2.4), we infer from the above sequence that
h°(τyOτ(M)) = d+l. Hence we have
m-l=ho(τ,L
τ
)>ho(τyM) = d+l>rn-2 + \.
Hence d = m—2>2. If W is not a smooth hyperquadric Q3, W7 is
a cone over a smooth variety of minimal degree d with a reducible or
nonreduced hyperplane section [5, Theorem 1]. This contradicts
Pic X~ZL. Hence W~Q3. q.e.d.
Lemma 5.5. Any line on Q3 is algebraically equivalent to each other.
Proof. I learned this proof from I. Shimada. Let p be a point
of Q3. Then those lines on Q3 passing through p are parametrized by
a smooth conic in P{T*Q3 p). Therefore the Hubert scheme of lines on
Q3 is dominated by a smooth conic bundle over Q3 in P(TQ3). Hence
it is irreducible. See also [4]. q.e.d.
Lemma 5.6. dimW=4.
Proof. STEP 1. Assume dimW=3. Then W~Q3 and h°(XyL) =
/*°(τ,L
τ
) + 2 = 5 by Lemma 5.4. Let i ί be a general member of
\O
w
(\)\yD: = h*H and D: = φt(D)e\L\. Then SingD c B: = Bs|L| and Sing
D c B: = φ~1(B) by Bertini's theorem.
Let QyQ' and Q" be general members of |(V(1)|. Then the complete
intersection QnQ' nQ" consists of two distinct points p{ and p2. Since
Q^PX x P 1 , we have two lines l{ on Q with {II12)Q = ^^ (/J)Q = O. There
exist (general) members fte\OQ(lι)\ such that piefi and PiΦfj (iφj) By
choosing new Q and Q" if necessary, we may assume that Qc\QπQ" =
{jPi>jp2}> Q n 0 r ^s a n irreducible rational curve (^\OQ(li +12)\) on Q, while
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£ > n Q " = / i + / 2 . Let D: = φ(h*(Q))y D': = φ(h*(Q')) and D":
Let τ\=Dc\Df and σ:=DnD".
STEP 2. By Bertini's theorem we have a unique irreducible
component Z of τ outside i?. Let g: AS -• Z be the minimal resolution
of the normalization of Z. By the proof of Lemma 5.4 S is a ruled
surface. Under the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 5.4 there
is an irreducible component Γ of the fixed part N of g*\L\ with ( Γ F ) S = 1
where F is a general fiber of the ruling of S. By the proof of Lemma
5.4, g(Γ) is a curve, along which τ~Z and Z is smooth generically.
Moreover the movable part M of g*\L\ consists of a pair of smooth rational
curves Ft and F2. The complete intersection l:=DnD'nD" is therefore
a union of smooth rational curves C f: =)§r(Fί) (z = l,2) outside B, where C,
intersect g(Γ) transversally at distinct points as was given in (2.1.2).
Moreover the proof of Lemma 5.4 shows that the linear system \M\ on
τ, hence \L
τ
\ separates C 1 and C 2 , that is, h(C1\B)Φh{C2\B). It follows
that h~1(w)~Pi for any general weW.
STEP 3. Let Z £ := £"*(/;), Z{: = φ{Z^nA. Then since h~γ{w) is
irreducible, Z£ is an irreducible component of σ outside B. Since
Bs \OQ(lι)\ = 0 , Z{ is smooth outside Sing JD, whence smooth outside B. As
X\B~X\By we have Z\B~Z\B, whence Zi is smooth outside
β. Moreover Z1nZ2\B^ZinZ2\B^h~
1{f1nf2)\B. Hence Z 1nZ 2 is
a smooth rational curve C:=φ(h~i(finf2)) outside By along which ZJL
and Z 2 intersect transversally.
Let v, : Yι —• Z£ be the normalization of Zh /£: Si -> Yf the minimal
resolution of Y
ί? gi = vi-fi. Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, there
exist effective Cartier divisors E{ and G{ on S{ with no components in
common such that the canonical sheaf of Si is given by Ks. = Os.( — 2g]L —
Ei — Gi). Let A{ be a unique smooth rational curve on S{ such that
gi(Ai) = C. Then since ZinZ2~C generically along C, we have by
Theorem 1.14
Aι <= Eh A, ed
if f
x
 and f2 are sufficiently general. See also the proof of Lemma 5.3.
Let Mt (resp. JV, ) be the movable part (resp. the fixed part) of
g\Df. Then since φ*L~ίϊO
w
{\) on Jt\B, ^ ^{{φ^'^ftO^ +f2)*
OZ.(A?) on Z\B. Hence we have A{e\M^ It follows that — Ks.=
Gi. Hence St is either P
2
 or ruled.
CASE 1. Assume S^^^P2. Since Zt is algebraically equivalent to
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each other by Lemma 5.5, we may assume that S2 — P
2
. Then we have
Ate\OSi(ί)\ and N—E—G—O. Hence S^Y^ By the argument in
the proof of Lemma 5.3 CASES 1-1 and 1-2, we see ΰ n ΰ " = Z 1 u Z 2 ,
/*°(X,L) = 6, which contradicts h°(X,L) = 5.
CASE 2. Assume that S1 is ruled. By Lemma 5.5, we may assume
that S2 is also ruled. Let π£: Sj —• P 1 be a ruling of S( with F f a general
fiber. Then we have
whence ^ 4 ^ = 0. Hence A^F^. There exists a unique irreducible
component Γ£ of Nt such that 1 ^ = 1 because E'ireά + G ί f Γ e d cz Nt. Hence
we have E^.F—GfF—O.
Let CV=ft(M£). Then since l~σnD'~τnD", I has C\ and C 2 as
irreducible components outside B. Hence we may assume by STEP 2
that C—C'i ( i = l , 2 ) .
STEP 4. Next we prove that gι(Tι) is a curve ( i=l ,2) . Assume the
contrary. Hence ^(Γ^) is a point, say peB. By STEP 2 (LC)^=1 where
C = φ(h~1(f1nf2)). Hence C passes through a unique point of J3, hence
through the point p by (Γ1^41)S l = ( Γ 1 F 1 ) S l = 1. As Z x and Z 2 are
algebraically equivalent, g2(T2) is also a point of B, which C passes
through too. Hence g2(^2)—P I* follows that C
x
 and C 2 intersect at
j>, which contradicts that Ci and C 2 intersect g(Γ) transversally at distinct
points. Hence ^(Γj) is a curve component of 2? by Tt cz Nt cz g[1(B).
Since Z1 and Z 2 are algebraically equivalent, £ 2(Γ 2) cz Z 2 implies
^ 2 ( Γ 2 ) c Z l 5 whence £ 2(Γ 2) cz Zt nZ2. By (2.1.2) and by STEP 2, Q
intersects a unique curve component g(Γ) of B, while C{ intersects
by (Mjr^s.^l. Hence g(Γ)=g1(Γ1)=g2(Γ2). However since
Z1nZ2y we have T1czE\ and Γ 2 cz £" 2 by Theorem 1.14, which
contradicts Γ ^ = l, E^F^O. q.e.d.
(5.7) COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Since dim PF=4,
DiΓ\D2nD3 is irreducible nonsingular outside B for general Dt by
Bertini's theorem. Let C be the unique irreducible component of
DinD2nD3 outside B. If LC = 0, then C is mapped to a point by the
rational map associated with \pL\ for any p. Since C sweeps out an open
subset of X, this contradicts that X is Moishezon with b2(X) = 1. Hence
L C > 1 . In view of Lemma 2.1, LC=\ or 2. If L C = 1 , then (2.1.2) is
possible for D{ general. In this case, CnB^0, whence C is mapped to
a point by the rational map h. This shows that dimPF<3, which
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contradicts Lemma 5.6. Thus (2.1.1) only is possible, so that
LC = 2. Theorem 5.1 now follows from Proposition 3.1. q.e.d.
(5.8) REMARK. It is plausible that Theorem 5.1 is true by assuming
only h°(XyL)>3 instead of h°(X,L)>5. We were however unable to
prove even that h°(XyL) = 4 is impossible. Here we make some comments.
Assume that X is a Moishezon 4-fold homeomorphic to Q4 with
h°(X,L) = 4. Then the proof in Lemmas 5.2—5.7 fails only at two points
in the proofs of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. The first point is corrected by a
slight modification of the previous proof, while it is difficult to do so for
the second.
In what follows we keep the previous notation. First in the proof
of Lemma 5.3 CASE 1-1, ra = 3, d = m—1=2 and W is a (possibly singular)
quadric surface in P3. Then W has a reducible hyperplane section,
which contradicts Pic X~ZL.
The second point is in the proof of Lemma 5.4, where W~P3. In
view of the proof of Lemma 5.4, S is ruled, (M+N)F=ί and
0. Moreover we see that there are two cases.
CASE 1. M = Γ , Γ F = 1 .
CASE 2. M=F, Γ F = 1 , Γ c N.
Claim 5.8.1. CASE 1 is impossible.
NOTE. We do not know whether CASE 2 is impossible.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5.4, we have K
s
 = - (2g*(L) + E + G) =
— (2Γ + 2N + E + G). By Lemma 2.1, the movable component g(T) of
the scheme-theoretic complete intersection / of 3 general members of \L\
is a smooth rational curve. Therefore Yc^g^^P1 and S is a rational
ruled surface. We also see that any general mamber of \L\ as well as a
complete intersection τ of two general members of \L\ is smooth along
g(Γ) by Lemma 2.1. We have
2 = -(KS + Γ)Γ = (Γ + 2N+E + G)Γ.
Since Γ is movable, we have Γ 2 > 0 , whence 0 < Γ 2 < 2 .
Now we prove Γ 2 = 0. If Γ 2 = 2, then JVΓ = £ Γ = GΓ = 0. Therefore
Bng(T) = 0. On the other hand, h(g(T)) is one point. However we have
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which is a contradiction. Next we assume Γ2 = l. Then Λ/T = 0,
( £ + G ) Γ = l , which contradicts E
reά
 + G
red<Nred. Therefore Γ
2
 = 0,
NΓ = 1 and £Γ = GΓ = 0.
Since Γ2 = 0, JF2 = 0 and Γ F = 1 , we have a birational morphism η:
S -> P 1 x P 1 ( cz P3) associated with the linear system |Γ + F|. The surface
5 is obtained from P^xP1 by repeating blowing-ups. Since K
s
 —
— (2Γ + 2N+E + G) and since E
red + G r e d <ΛΓred, any irreducible component
of 2N + E + G has mutilplicity at least two in — X
s
. Therefore the
anticanonical divisor — KPιxPi is an effective divisor with multiple
components only. That is, —Kpi
xpι=—2(ηj(Γ) + ηitί(F)) for some fiber
F with 2ηXF) = η*(2N + E + G). Since Γ2 = 0, the centers of blowing-ups
are chosen from the outside of ^(Γ) (or its proper transform). Hence
the proper transform of the (—l)-curve arising from (any of) the first
blowing-up appears in 2N+E + G as a component with multiplicity exactly
one. This is a contradiction if S is not isomorphic to P1 xP1. It follows
that S-P^P1, N = F and E = G = 0, whence Sc^Y^P^P1. Since
2? = 0, S^LZ outside a finite set Σ of Z.
Moreover Z intersects the other irreducible components of τ in a
subset of Σ only. Since τ is Gorenstein and connected by (5.2.5), this
implies that τ
r e d ^ Z . As τ is Gorenstein and generically reduced along
Z, τ is reduced everywhere, so that τ~Z. Therefore Z is Gorenstein
and has isolated singularities only, whence Z is normal. Consequently
τ - Z - . S - P ^ P 1 . Hence h°(X,L) = h°(τ,Lt) + 2 = 6 by (5.2.6), contra-
dicting the assumption h°(X,L) = 4. q.e.d.
828 I. NAKAMURA
NOTATION.
An
B, Bs |L | the scheme-theoretic base locus of \L\
B\B,B* (3.5), (4.1)
c{E) the total Chern class £ .
 z
 Cj(E) °f a vector bundle E
Ci(E) the ί'-th Chern class of a vector bundle E
q(X) the ί-th Chern class of X
e(Q{c\p) (1.10), (1.11), [15, (2.6)]
e(Q{;\B
v
) (1.12), (1.13), [15, (2.A)]
Fb P r o j ( O p l ( 6 ) ® O p l )
JF2 ^ 2 with the u n i q u e (-2)-curve contracted,
isomorphic to a singular quadric surface in P 3
/|L| fcΊ); De\L\}
hq(X,F) dim Hq{XyF) for a coherent sheaf F
/(Γ),/(Γ) (4.1)
/(Q^v),/>) (1.2), (1.3)
L,LΓ (4.3.2)
o
x
, o
s
, oz
o
x
Pic^f
P(Γ)
R-
°,
w,x Λ w
x(*,F)
( )S, ( )x
the normal bundle of C in X
the structure sheaf of X, S, Z respectively
the formal completion of O
x
H\X,O
χ
)
(4.3.5)
(3.5), (4.1)
(3.2)
(4.3.2)
(3.2), (4.1), (5.3)
(3.5), (4.1)
(3.5), (4.1)
ΣqeZ(-W(x>F)
the intersection numbers on S, X
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